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Foreword 
Satu Miettinen 

The University of Lapland’s research profile places emphasis on the dynamic interrelationship of art, de-
sign, scientific research and the environment. In the faculty of art and design, these areas figure strongly 
and our portfolio of degree programmes are in harmony with the strategic aims of the university as a 
whole. Community-based and environmental art, service design and context sensitive research form key 
components of the masters’ degree that is the subject of this book; Arctic Art and Design.  This is an inno-
vative degree that blends art and design studio practice with ‘real life’ projects that take place in the special 
environment of Arctic. 

This book contains chapters by the professors and short essays, or ‘vignettes’, by students about Arctic Art 
and Design. It provides the reader with first-hand accounts of the kinds of creative practice that students 
have carried out in communities, with companies or a combination of both. Richly illustrated, the book of-
fers an insight to the ways that art and design can contribute to the sociocultural and economic well-being 
of the region.
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Antti Stöckell, Playing with snow and ice, 2018, details of a series of installations.
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Introduction
Glen Coutts, Elina Härkönen and Timo Jokela

The main aim of this publication is to explain and illustrate practice in contemporary art and design as 
it has been developed in one innovative degree programme of art and design and how the disciplines re-
late to the far northern European and Arctic context. It is called a handbook because it simply provides 
information and facts, illustrating the type of products, interventions or services that students develop in 
partnership with local people and companies. The book is not primarily intended to be an academic or 
theoretical publication, rather its purpose is to reflect on the first few years of the a new degree and explain 
the background to some of the projects that have been completed to date. 

The book was produced as part of the Arctic Arts and Design (AAD) masters’ programme funded by the 
European Social Fund and the Center of Economic Development, Transport and the Environment.  The 
degree was designed, developed and implemented by the staff of the Faculty of Art and Design, University 
of Lapland. AAD is new degree programme that responds to the challenges posed by the changing socio-
cultural and economic circumstances in the north of Europe and Arctic. Students who successfully com-
plete the degree are multi-skilled, creative practitioners who can operate in a wide range of situations from 
small-scale local and community settings to, for example, companies that provide goods and services to the 
tourist industries in Lapland and beyond. In addition to high level training in art and design, students must 
demonstrate the ability to work effectively as part of a multi-disciplinary team. 

The boundaries between science and art are deliberately blurred in AAD and students are encouraged to 
exploit the areas of overlap between and potential benefits of, working with and across disciplines. Students 
may work in, for example, engineering, tourism, public, social and healthcare contexts. As an integral part 
of their study, each student must undertake an intensive period of work experience, a challenging ‘real life’ 
venture in collaboration with a local community, company or both. The student contributions in the second 
section of this book offer an insight to just a few of those collaborative experiences. 

Graduates from the programme can serve as visual designers, creative entrepreneurs or consultants in a 
variety of situations, for example as developers of adventure and cultural environments, art-based services. 
Alternatively, they may be initiators or organisers of creative elements in social and health care contexts. 

The book is organised in two sections, the first section consists of chapters that discuss some of the 
background thinking while introducing examples of projects in Lapland and beyond that use similar 
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methods. The second section, entitled ‘vignettes’,  consists of short essays or reports by some of our stu-
dents. Richly illustrated, that section provides the reader with a good overview of the type of work our 
students are capable of. 

Section one, opens with a chapter by Timo Jokela and Maria Huhmarniemi that reports on the concept 
of Art-Based Action Research (ABAR). The authors teach the research element of the degree and give an 
explanation of ABAR and how the concept is used by to produce, analyse, document and reflect on experi-
ence. The results of the students’ experiential learning and ABAR is reported  through the masters’ thesis.

The second chapter, by Elina Härkönen and Hanna-Riina Vuontisjärvi offers an overview of the Project 
Studies component of the degree programme. In the essay, the authors emphasise the blended nature of 
learning, drawing on the strengths of both service design and applied visual arts, with cultural sustainabil-
ity at ‘the core of their thinking’.  

In the following chapter Glen Coutts explores the connections between art, people and place. He provides 
two examples to illustrate some of the ways that artists collaborate with other disciplines, specifically en-
gineers and social scientists. In each of the examples the location, or place, was central to the art work that 
was developed by the artists and their interdisciplinary teams. 

Mari Suoheimo and Melanie Sarantou focus on service design in the fourth chapter. Learning through 
practical service design methods together with the concepts of co-creation and peer to peer learning. As 
an example, the authors discuss a project with social workers that aimed to improve the work prospects of 
unemployed men.

The concluding chapter in the first section, also focusing on design, describing participatory design meth-
ods, was written by a graduate of AAD, Salla-Mari Koistinen.  The author outlines the design process as it is 
used in a participatory context using key operational phases; finding, sharing, creating and implementing. 

The second section of the book, entitled ‘vignettes’ is a collection of short essays, heavily illustrated, that 
demonstrate the breadth of activity that students engage in as part of the intensive two-year programme.  
Kravstov, Douranou, Corin, Hiilivirta, Huang, Walroos and Ikeuchi report on projects ranging from using 
design thinking in waste management, to designing an art trail with residents of a small northern village to 
community integration with asylum seekers using arts-based methods. 

 
University of Lapland, Rovaniemi 
November 2018
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Art-based action research in the development 
work of arts and art education
Timo Jokela & Maria Huhmarniemi

ART-BASED ACTION RESEARCH AS A STRATEGY
Art-based action research is a research strategy which guides the progress of research in the cycles of action 
research and uses art as a catalyst for development work — for example, empowerment or the better design of 
environments. Art-based action research is usually used in the development projects of art education, applied 
visual art, and contemporary art. Art serves many purposes in these development processes. Art may be the 
intervention for problem solving or gaining new knowledge and understanding. Art can also be the subject of 
development or the tool for the research’s data collection and analysis. Art-based refers to the utilisation of art 
in research in such a way that stakeholders and members of the organisation or community can be included 
in the research, and tacit knowledge and experiences can be obtained from them, which are not conveyed 
through traditional qualitative research methods based on verbal or written language. In this article, we de-
scribe the context of art-based action research: the project-based development work of contemporary art and 
art education. In addition, we provide guidance for using the art-based research strategy.

In the background of art-based research, there is a need and objective to develop research to the extent 
that it produces practical change as well as valid and justified knowledge and understanding related to the 
production of this change. There is also the need to include the tacit knowledge of stakeholders and local 
communities in the research process and research data, as well as utilise art-based research methods in 
which experience and knowledge are expressed by means of art, i.e., other than by means of verbally spoken 
or written language (Leavy, 2009, 2017, 2018). 

The disciplines of applied visual arts and art education have been found to have the need for an art-based 
research strategy. These disciplines are still relatively new, and previous research has generally borrowed 
research methods from other disciplines, such as from educational studies and social sciences. The need 
for knowledge in arts and art education is transformational: the aim of research is typically to develop 
increasingly more functional practical working methods or practical productions. Also, the promotion of 
sustainable development by means of research is usually closely linked to art-based action research strate-
gy. Researchers aim to develop operational methods that allow stakeholders and local communities, or the 
society in general, to become increasingly more sustainable. 
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Art-based action research has been developed at the University of Lapland’s Faculty of Arts, primarily in 
development projects, where the challenges of peripheral villages, such as population ageing, the isolation 
of young people, and undeveloped creative-industries and cultural services have been in the background 
(Hiltunen, 2009; Jokela, Hiltunen, & Härkönen, 2015a, 2015b; Jokela, Huhmarniemi, & Hiltunen, upcom-
ing). Long term art-based action research projects are also being conducted on winter art in collaboration 
with cold climate engineering and tourism (Jokela, 2014) and on cultural sustainability (Härkönen, Huh-
marniemi, & Jokela, 2018). The working methods of art education and community art have been applied 
in these projects as methods of regional development and well-being work. The projects have included 
place-based and community projects, which both village and school communities, as well as small and 
medium-sized companies have participated in. The development tasks have been defined in teamwork and 
with the community members. One of the starting points for art-based action research is that stakeholders 
and members of the community participate in the research and development process.

As the authors of this article, we have participated in the development of art-based action research in many 
ways. Timo Jokela has led the development work as a professor of art education in the Faculty of Art and 
Design (Jokela, 2008, 2009, 2012). He has been conducting long-term art-based action research for region-
al development. Jokela has also guided several postgraduates who have used art-based action research in 
their theses. Maria Huhmarniemi has carried out research on the participation of a contemporary artist 
in debates concerning environmental conflicts. In this research, she has observed the strategy of art-based 
action research, although the research has not been community-based in the same way as many other 
equivalent development projects. Instead, her research has involved various art-based methods for the 
material collection and the presentation of research results (Huhmarniemi, 2012, 2016, 2017). In addition, 
both authors guide students of applied arts and art education in their Master’s theses. The aim of this article 
is to provide practical guidelines for conducting art-based action research.

ART-BASED ACTION RESEARCH AS QUALITATIVE RESEARCH  
— KNOWLEDGE FOR PRACTICAL USE
We associate art-based action research as part of qualitative research. This is not self-explanatory as, along with 
artistic and art-based research, it is often considered whether this kind of research is a third research orientation 
alongside quantitative and qualitative research. For example, Leavy (2009) has suggested that while qualitative 
research is based on verbal expression, art-based research is described with images, sounds, drama, etc. Accord-
ing to Leavy, quantitative research aims for the freedom of values, while qualitative research is based, in princi-
ple, on values, and art-based research is political and promotes freedom. Leavy’s description is also suitable as 
the description of art-based action research, where it is typical for this research to be associated with social or 
environmental politics — more strongly than qualitative research traditionally is. Despite this, we identify art-
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based action research as an orientation of qualitative research. Art-based action research is case-specific and 
developmental research. It follows the traditions of action research that is formed as part of qualitative research.

Pirkko Anttila (2006, 2007) defines the research approaches in research that involves development objec-
tives. She breaks down these approaches in terms of objectivity and subjectivity, as well as by theory-orient-
edness and practicality. Objectivity-theoretical research aims to produce objective knowledge by means of 
quantitative methods. Anttila describes this approach as a positive-empirical paradigm. Subjectivity-the-
oretical research uses research methods that aim for interpretations, understanding, and meaning. This 
paradigm is interpretational and hermeneutic. Research that is based on the development of practice can 
respectively be specified under subjective and objective. For example, artistic research, where the artist-re-
searchers develop and reflect on their own creative process, is subjective in practice. Anttila describes this 
paradigm as an interpretation-experiential paradigm. (Anttila, 2006, 2007). Art-based action researchers 
should determine their place in Anttila’s diagram (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The art-based action research diagram is based on Pirkko Anttila’s double dichotomy of research approaches (Anttila, 
2007, p. 23; see also Anttila, 2006, p. 475).

OBJECTIVE

interpretational  
and hermeneutic

SUBJECTIVE

THEORETICAL

PRACTICAL

positive-empirical

interpretation-
experiental

critical-realistic

Critical-realistic art-based action research is par-
ticipatory and aims for better practices. Research 
materials are collected with and from participant/
community members. Analysis of the project is 
based on the research material.

Interpretational-experiental artistic research/ac-
tion research/art-based action research aim on 
better practices and rely on self-reflection.

Interpretational and hermeneutic art-based action 
research aim for deeper understanding and develop-
ment of the conceptual and theoretical knowledge. 
Intervention in the action research is made to get the 
research data for analysis and interpretation.
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Artists and art teachers are often multidisciplinary in terms of their identities and roles. Their professional 
skills often involve an artist’s skills, a teacher’s pedagogic skills, and the skills to develop methods by means 
of research. They could be described as artist-researchers or artist-researcher-teachers. However, in this 
article, we refer to them simply as researchers. 

The researcher is always a key participant in the research process. In art-based action research, the experi-
ences of the community or research topic are not intended to be studied from a third-party perspective. It 
is more the opposite in the sense that experiences are often intended to influence and be influenced as part 
of the research process. For example, art-based action research has been used to study the support of young 
people’s well-being by means of community art. In this way, the research project has provided knowledge 
on how community art contributes to young people’s well-being.

ROOTS IN ACTION RESEARCH, ARTISTIC RESEARCH, AND ART-BASED RESEARCH
A research strategy is a guiding principle for the implementation of research. It is the ensemble of the re-
search’s methodical approaches, which guide in the selection and use of research methods at both a theo-
retical and practical level. The art-based research strategy often involves the application of various methods 
to make it relevant. The roots of this research strategy can, however, be identified on the one hand in action 
research and on the other hand in artistic and art-based research. The following definitions describe the 
tradition of the action research strategy.

a way of working in the field, of utilizing multiple research techniques aimed at enhancing change and 
generating data for scientific knowledge production. Action research rests on processes of collabora-
tive knowledge development and action design involving local stakeholders as full partners in mutual 
learning processes. (Greenwood & Levin, 2007, p. 1)

Artistic research, which is practice as research or practice-led research, and action research have many 
common principles and common factors, such as the aim to change and develop practice (Borgdorff, 2011). 
Research-based starting points are also united by the cyclical progress of the project, alternating between 
planning, practical action, reflection, and evaluation. Respectively, artistic research and art-based action 
research are practice-driven.

Art-based action research has some similarities with a/r/tography, a research orientation that originates 
from Vancouver, Canada, which has been theorised with Professor Rita Irwin’s lead. In addition to artistic 
research and action research, it is influenced by phenomenology, feminist theory, and contemporary art 
theories, particularly relational aesthetics (Irwin & Springgay, 2008; Springgay, Irwin, & Kind, 2008). The 
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common factor between art-based action research and a/r/tography is that practice and theoretical re-
search run in parallel, and the research topics are situated in the middle ground of teaching, art, and com-
munities. While phenomenology, feminist theory, and theories of contemporary art have contributed to 
a/r/tography (Irwin & Springgay, 2008; Springgay, Irwin, & Kind, 2008), art-based action research adheres 
to the working methods of environmental and communal art, project-based action, and community-based 
art education. Thus, inclusion, interaction, and a sense of community are emphasised in art-based action 
research. The autobiographism of the researcher is usually emphasised more in a/r/tography than in art-
based action research (Figure 2).

The orientations of action research in art-based action research have similar characteristics to design re-
search. Action research-based design research is a cyclical research process based on planned interven-
tions, which aims to solve practical problems and to develop functional theory (Heikkinen, Konttinen, & 
Häkkinen, 2006). Art-based action research also shares similarities with the processes of service design, in 

Figure 2. ABAR (art-based action research), action research, a/r/tography, and practice-led artistic research emphasise the re-
searcher’s autobiographism, interaction cyclicity, and contemporary art phenomena in different ways (Huhmarniemi, 2016, p. 44).
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which artist-designers aim to solve the problems of communities and environments by means of communal 
and interactive methods (Jokela, Hiltunen, & Härkönen, 2015a, 2015b).

CYCLICAL NATURE OF ART-BASED ACTION RESEARCH
Art-based action research is a cyclical process of research and development. It includes the definition of 
objectives and research tasks, planning, theoretical background work, artistic work and similar interven-
tions, reflective observation, conceptualisation, and the specification of objectives for the next cycle. The 
research process and results are documented, and this documentation is used as research material. Pro-
duced artistic work and artistic productions, as well as the participatory observation of activities, are also 
essential research materials. 

Art-based action research usually starts with a place and a community mapping, where the research-
er-artist familiarises with the operating environment and various different methods. The dimensions of 
the place can be defined as the physical dimensions, subjective experiences, shared narratives, and so 
forth. The aim of the research is identified and defined on the basis of such multi-level familiarisation 
of the place. An initial research plan can be drafted in interaction with the stakeholder group of the 
research. Thereafter, the actual research activities begin either on a practice-led basis or with a litera-
ture survey. In a literature survey, the researcher familiarises with what is previously known about the 
research topic, that is, how other researchers and artists have processed the topics and what knowledge 
they have gained in similar situations or environments. One of the literature survey’s key objectives is to 
identify the needs of knowledge.

In a manner typical of action research, the research questions are reoriented and further specified after 
each research cycle. Research may also involve side paths and missteps, which are normal in artistic work 
too. In artistic work, the process is partly intuitive, confusing, and based on experience and tacit knowl-
edge. In artistic work, the objective and chosen method are usually not very clear at the beginning of the 
process (Jokela, 2008; Jokela, Hiltunen, & Härkönen, 2015a). Artistic research proceeds intuitively, through 
trial and error, and leads to unexpected results and surprising insights. The research topic and questions 
become clearer as the research progresses (Borgdorff, 2009, 2011). It is typical for researchers of artistic 
and art-based research to even end up in chaos during the research process. Artist-researchers experience 
a need for space and freedom in order to find their own methods. This may be due to the nature of artistic 
knowledge and the research questions typical of artistic research (McNiff, 2013). In art-based action re-
search, the artist-researcher does not wander alone, but instead development work is usually carried out in 
some kind of team or community.
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• Investigate the socio-cultural- 
visual situation of the place.

• Investigate what has been done  
in the field of applied arts in similar 
situations/research/activities.

• Build up the working team  
/ focus group.

• Make implementation  
of the project plan.

• Be sure everyone knows the  
aims and roles.

• Make the realization of the  
art activities.

• Work with the observation data in a 
dialogical form for the focus group = 
evaluation / reflection data.

• Use interviews, group interviews and 
stimulated group discussions based on 
the reflection data and participants  
(user experiences).

• Observe how the planned action works.

• Collect research data and make  
documentation.

• Use research diaries, video and audio 
recordings during the key activities.

Each cycle of art-based action research begins with planning, setting goals, and investigation of socio-cul-
tural situations in the community or place. The next step of making action and art works can be defined as 
an intervention. Activities are observed and documented as the research material. Each cycle closes with 
reflection on and analysis of the research data (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Art-Based Action Research cycles described by Timo Jokela.

Investigate

Plan

Design

Organize

Make action /  
Art works

Reflect

Evaluate  
data with the  

organisation, focus  
group or users
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Document
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COLLECTING AND ANALYSING MULTIPLE RESEARCH DATA
It is essential in art-based action research that reflective research data is compiled, which enables knowl-
edge about the activities for development work purposes. The compilation and analysis of data is a part of 
the process that facilitates the development work and validates the research. Research data is compiled in 
many ways and is typically in several formats. Data can include, for example:

• Meeting memos and notes
• Researcher’s personal observations of the activities in which he/she is involved
• Photographic and video documentation of the activities
• Completed drafts, plans, and art pieces
• Sketches, drawings, and other planning and design material made by the researcher or other 

participants
• Documentation of the activities’ reflection and evaluation discussions
• Various interviews, questionnaires, and other feedback

The researcher’s personal observations should be compiled in an observation diary. The researcher can per-
sonally use any form of documentation that best suits his/her own activities. It is essential that the record-
ing of observations is systematic and regular. For example, discussions with members of the community as 
well as personal thoughts and feelings can be recorded. Good formats of observation diaries include, for 
example:

• a notebook, which includes the documentation of observations in the form of photographs and text
• a file in which the researcher writes his/her own observations and attaches photographic 

documentation in support of memories
• a voice recorder, which the researcher uses to verbally record his/her observations

An observation diary also helps to recover the chronology of the research.

Photographic and video documentation are common data of art-based action research. It is typical for this 
material not to be compiled solely for the purpose of the research, but instead they can be used to exhibit 
the contemporary art process at exhibitions and, for example, as study material. Documentation is needed 
for knowledge purposes, exhibitions, evaluation, reporting, and the planning of new projects, and not all 
needs can be anticipated during the project. In the same way as the recording of observations, photogra-
phy is also systematic. A camera must always be available in order to avoid missing situations in which 
something significant in regard to the research takes place. It is also often worth considering whether the 
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photographer is someone other than the researcher. If this is the case, the photographer must be familiar 
with the purposes of the research and discuss the purposes and needs of the photography with the re-
searcher. Photographic material is worth reviewing during the research process to ensure that the subjects 
and methods of photography can be retargeted, if necessary.

In artistic and art-based work, the participants of the work can share their opinions and ideas during the stag-
es of generating ideas, planning, and implementation, as well as through actual artistic productions. The com-
pleted drafts, plans, artistic productions, and artistic reflections of experience are often one form of research 
material in art-based action research. In practice, such material may refer to the participating community’s 
drawings, collages, photographs, videos, environmental art productions, etc. Using these sources as material 
unites the use of the art-based research strategy with the diverse methods of art-based research. The idea is 
that the participating community’s productions convey knowledge that cannot be put into words. 

For example, thematic and group interviews, as well as questionnaires, can be used as part of the research, 
where necessary. However, it is usually worth considering whether equivalent knowledge can be obtained 
by means of documentation. For example, the documentation of a feedback discussion can be equivalent 
to a group interview. The evaluation of the process and feedback discussions can be promoted by viewing 
documentation, and artistic expression can also be included in providing feedback. Viewing the visual doc-
umentation of the process in interactive situations is an effective method of development work.

Material compiled in the research is always analysed in some way. If the material is comprehensive, the 
research can classify, theme, and group it. It is as if the research dialogues with the material and other 
literature. The analysis of such material does not differ from the qualitative analysis methods of material. 
However, it is possible in art-based research to apply artistic work to the analysis and interpretation of the 
material. In this case, the artist can process the photographic material into a photo collage or the voice 
recordings into an audio piece or an element of installation art. This type of method may also lead to the 
artistic representation of the research.

The analysis of material is often a process that overlaps with the evaluation of the project. It is valuable 
to include continuous project evaluation in art-based action research as this corrects and orientates the 
activities as well as the final evaluation focusing on results. The final results of the project are evaluated in 
two stages: as soon as the project ends and they are still fresh in one’s mind and later, when those involved 
have had a chance to reflect more on the experience. The project participants’ concepts, experiences, and 
analyses form the basis for the entire project’s evaluation. The evaluation should thus be carried out in co-
operation with the participants. When activities are reviewed from the perspectives of the researcher, the 
participants, and the community or stakeholder groups, the review does not become too one-sided.
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If the research has been completed in close cooperation with the community, the researcher should ask 
the community to also participate in the analysis of the material (Jokela, 2009). Furthermore, if the analysis 
results are presented as an artistic production, the research result may be convergent with a production 
completed in a communal art process. The evaluation of art productions is an essential part of forming 
knowledge about the functionality of a method. The completed work demonstrates how functional, suc-
cessful, and empowering the process has been. The evaluation criteria of effectiveness include, for example, 
the work’s and research’s ability to generate ideas, feelings, and mental images, as well as a sense of empow-
erment and increasing participants’ confidence in their own capabilities and skills (Jokela, 2009). 

PRESENTING THE RESULTS AND WRITING THE RESEARCH REPORT
The art-based action research is usually published for both the participating stakeholders or the communi-
ty, the scientific community, the art world, and the general public (figure 4). A central stance in arts-based 
action research is that the artistic results and representation of the process is available and accessible to a 

Figure 4. Various audiences of the research include the scientific community, the art world, and the general public. Only small part of 
the audience familiarizes themselves with each representation of the research.

community  
/ stakeholders

art  
world

general public
scientific  

community,  
such as researchers
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wide and diverse audience. As Savin-Baden (2014) argues, both the audience and the participants of the 
research must be able to understand, engage, and relate to  presentations of research.

Art-based action research is presented as both artistic productions and as research reports. If the re-
search has been completed as an academic Master’s thesis that includes an artistic part, the research 
report can be more concise than a traditional research report. It is, however, typical in artistic action 
research that the researchers first write comprehensive reports, which they then summarise and crystal-
lise into a final report. 

An artistic production may be, for example, a place- and time-based process, work or event. It is often 
re-exhibited as an exhibition or video documentation. The artistic parts of the research are either evaluated 
on site or on the basis of documentation and representation. The artist-researcher personally determines 
where he/she wishes the evaluation to take place.

For the research report, we recommend the form of a traditional report because it facilitates the perception 
and understanding of the research methods used, the progress of the research process, and the obtained 
results. The form of the report can be as follows:

• Introduction, which describes the topicality, significance, and objectives of the research, as well as the 
aims and backgrounds in brief, and motivates the reader to continue reading

• Literature review and discussion of previous research and art in the same field
• Explanation of research strategy, methods, and ways of collecting research materials. The author has 

to show that he/she knows the discussions on the used methods.
• Description of the research process and experience gained in dialogue with the literature. Remember 

that the description is a result of the analysis of the process.
• Results, for example representation of artistic productions (results can be included in the previous 

chapter)
• Conclusion, including summary and the ideas for future cycles of the art-based action research

QUESTIONS CONCERNING RESEARCH ETHICS
Ethics are present in all stages of art-based research similarly than in other art-based research and action 
research (IDEO, 2015; Leavy, 2017; Savin-Baden, 2014; Tenk, 2002). The determination of the research’s 
objective, the generation of research questions, the operating methods in artistic work, and the collection 
of material, etc. all involve ethical choices. The aim should be for ethical perspectives and choices to be 
identified and worded.
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Art-based research is intentional. The objective of the research is influenced by, for example, by the re-
searcher’s and community’s values and attitudes, even their political views. These background factors 
should be demonstrated in a transparent manner in the research process and reports. The researcher must 
explain his/her relationship to the research topic and personal intentions held in regard to the research. 
While the community members and stakeholders participate in the research, it is important that participa-
tion is voluntary for the whole process; in other words, participants can leave the process if they want to. 
Research ethics from these perspectives are discussed in detail in various guidebooks (Denscombe, 2007; 
Wiles, 2013).

Research ethics involve the collection of appropriate consents. In the research consent application, the pur-
pose of the research and the publication channel should be indicated, as well as whether the participants of 
the research are identifiable as individuals or anonymous. If children under 18 years participate in the re-
search, consent shall be requested from their guardians. When a research is carried out in a school, consent 
is also requested from the principal, who may refer the request to the head of local education department.

An equivalent consent shall be requested for the documentation of the research project and the com-
pleted art productions. Only work that has been permanently placed in a public location can freely be 
photographed. Consent is also required for the public disclosure of production photographs and such 
photographs and videos in which individuals can be identified. The agreement, which is worth concluding 
in writing, shall describe the research project and specify the contexts in which documentation will be 
published and presented. When under 18-year-olds participate in the research, it is very common that 
they cannot be identifiable in the documentation. In this case, photography shall be limited to the extent 
that faces are not visible. Consent for documentation may, however, be included in the research consent, 
which involves the photography of an individual and the photography and representation of an individual’s 
artwork.

Articles are often written about the research for research journals. Research may often be covered in ar-
ticles several years after it has been completed. The publishers of magazines, journals, and books may re-
quire written consent from each of the individuals visible in a photograph. Therefore, such consents should 
be archived and stored with care.

The same ethical principles apply to the writing of a research report as to all research. Other research and 
art productions that have influenced one’s own research must be referenced appropriately. The challenges 
and errors of the research process must be disclosed in a transparent manner. The research report must be 
disclosed to co-researchers and key participants for them to read and confirm.
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PROJECT-ORIENTED ART-BASED ACTION RESEARCH STEP BY STEP

1. PRELIMINARY WORK 
• Set the target, identify the problem, and set the initial goals. 

• Do social-cultural-visual mapping of the place and situation in which you are working. 

• Do a review of the research literature and art in the same field, which might help you to choose the ways of 
working. Get familiar with conventions and good practices. 

• Define a preliminary basis for the concepts and theory by using literature and research. 

• Set goals based on theoretical grounds.

• Clarify your research methods and ways of data collection. 

2. TEAM WORK: PLANNING THE ORGANISATION/COLLABORATION 
• Identify the possible project partners and their roles and functions (users, customers, focus group, and 

team you are working with).

• Create a project group/research team and schedule meetings.

• Define the group together with the operational goals/issues to be tested and developed.

• Share your responsibilities (in parallel or hierarchical).

• Build a common understanding of the project implementation: the value background, conception of the 
art, and applied art theoretical basis.

3. REALIZATION AND COLLECTING RESEARCH DATA
• Plan the activities together with your group using the form of action research/design cycle. 

• Plan the ways to collect observation and documentation data (diaries, co-researcher/co-artist’s portfolios, 
interviews, questionnaires, etc. 

• Implement the artistic activities/research project and data collection.

• Celebrate the results of your project by sharing them (exhibition openings, get-togethers, etc.).

4. REFLECTION, EVALUATION, AND REPORTING
• Edit the observation and feedback data in a usable form as stimulation for reflection and discussion with 

your co-research group.

• Classify and analyse research data gathered (often takes place using core themes and categories).

• Evaluate the results and make suggestions for improvement to make the action better.

• Write a report as a form of development narrative. 
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Towards culturally sustainable projects
Elina Härkönen and Hanna-Riina Vuontisjärvi

The innovative aspect of the Arctic Art and Design (AAD) master programme is the way  it combines the 
best practices from the disciplines of Applied Visual Arts (AVA) and service design when working with 
northern contexts, communities and Small and Medium Enterprises (SME). One of the aims of AAD stud-
ies is to learn to seek and choose approaches that consider the importance of cultural sustainability in the 
design and art processes. This can be achieved by identifying the local, in this case the northern ecological 
features, materials, cultural aspects and traditions. 

The master’s students studying in AAD come from various fields of study and international backgrounds 
and during their studies they learn to apply their skills to the context of the Arctic. These are practiced in 
the project studies class that aims to provide real working life experiences and insights. The students design 
and implement their projects with real stakeholders that mainly seek collaboration in environmental design, 
adventure tourism or third sector work with different communities. The principles of sustainability, especially 
working with the fragile northern surroundings are crucial aspects to consider throughout these processes.

The chapter discusses the benefits of combining the methods of discovering (service design) and place re-
search (AVA) with the international student groups aiming to work with local stakeholders. We achieve this 
by providing experiences from the (AAD) project studies where the systematic use of methods from both 
disciplines is one of the key aims when planning a field project. We will shortly introduce the way students’ 
project studies are constructed and what are the requirements to carry out culturally sustainable activity in 
the context of the Finnish Lapland. The experiences are based on the project studies and student projects 
implemented between 2015–2018.  

Our backgrounds are in art education and service design and we have worked together developing the 
project studies in AAD since 2015. We have evaluated the challenges and good practices students have 
experienced and reported during their studies. Elina Härkönen works in art education and applied visual 
arts and the service designer Hanna-Riina Vuontisjärvi has been working with the local communities in 
Africa, China and Finland for several years and has observed AAD project studies particularly from the 
perspective of social innovations, empowerment and participatory development.
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CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY AT THE CORE OF WORKING
Cultural sustainability in this context is about striving for understanding of the communities and their 
places who collaborate in the working. One of the key principles is to recognise that the ownership of local 
knowledge and the planned activities need to be based on the need that originate from the people living 
in the area (Auclair & Fairclough 2015). Therefore, the student project activities start from the expressed 
needs and visions of the collaborative community and these are used as a basis for planning. Executing 
these projects in a dialogic process with real stakeholders in real environments is seen to lead students 
to strive for sustainable and lasting solutions. The AAD curriculum is built around project-based learn-
ing, that is connected to the constructivist learning theory where learner is seen as an active producer of 
knowledge. Learning is seen to be based on an interactive construction of knowledge between people in a 
creative dialogue. Also, the subjective meaning constructed by individuals is tied to the meaning systems 
that prevail in the community. The reality is maintained and transformed in a dialogue between people 
(Tynjälä, 1999).

The projects are usually done in different sectors of the society, for example, with village communities, 
third sector actors, SME businesses and also in larger projects funded by EU and other financing bodies. 
We have usually worked with these partners on a long-term basis and have developed excellent working 
relationships with the people involved. The students are introduced to the options available and they can 
determine their project themes according to their own interests and previous skills. 

The principles of AVA and service design lead the project processes before, during and after the action. 
Considering the nature of AVA and service design, learning can take place through dynamic social in-
teraction rather than only in individual processes. Socially-engaged and place-specific applied visual arts 
means that the collaboration should be built on participators’ values, needs and perspectives (historical, 
narratives, traditions). This approach to art requires the pre- and co-understanding of cultural identities, 
psychological and economic wellbeing that is gained only through an ongoing dialogue between local peo-
ple about their locality, traditions and aspirations. Collaboration and communication are the vital learning 
points when working with people with different viewpoints and ambitions. These are also the core ele-
ments of cultural sustainability. To deepen the social-engagement, culturally sustainable ways of working 
relate closely to the principles of human-centric service design. There the designer/ artist acts as an equal 
participant using the skills of facilitation and empathy. Knowing the culture, history and place of the com-
munity becomes vital when selecting the use of service design tools and methods for the activity (Valtonen, 
2005; Tan, 2012; Härkönen & Vuontisjärvi, 2017). During the planning of the projects, these aspects are 
constantly examined, tested and re-evaluated. It is important to find the tools that best serve the particular 
collaboration and project. 
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To deepen the students’ orientation and engagement for their projects, they are encouraged to connect 
their research (master’s thesis) to their projects. The research method they usually utilise in their research 
is art-based action research. Carrying out research alongside the practical work of the project helps the 
students maintain the elements for well-designed processes. The principle behind this is that profound 
knowledge and understanding of the working context can yield permanent positive effects. Understanding 
the place’s multiple dimensions helps make culturally, environmentally and socially sustainable solutions 
(Coutts, 2013; Jokela, 2013; Jokela, Hiltunen, Huhmarniemi & Valkonen, 2006).

STARTING THE PROJECTS THROUGH DISCOVERY AND PLACE RESEARCH 
The project studies start with a project management course where the first and crucial steps towards im-
plementing the project are taken. The course aims to introduce the basic practices of applied visual arts 
and service design and show how combining the functional tools from both disciplines can lead to more 
sustainable projects. Through careful preparation and cyclical approaches of testing and redesigning the 
actual project activities are easier to carry out. The students are introduced to annually changing project 
partners and locations. The partners describe the need and set a loose framework for the collaboration. 
Seldom do the projects begin with needs set by AAD or UoL. When the partner has determined the 
need, the participating student groups are formed and the initial ideas are introduced to the partner. 
This is the very launch of the collaboration that, depending on the extent of the work, may last up to two 
academic years.  

When the project location is clear and the initial ideas start to take shape, the next phase focuses on the 
launching principles of service design processes. This phase focuses on understanding (Moritz 2005) or 
discovering (Design Council 2015). The discovering phase includes a variety of service design tools that 
roughly determine the user and stakeholders, the organization and its operating culture, mission and vision 
(if existing). In addition, best practices of similar examples existing in the market are benchmarked. When 
cooperating with local communities, discovering phase tools are more attached to the local community, 
its individuals (key actors) and their stakeholders (service providers, municipality decision makers, third 
sector actors) rather than a company or business. Tools such as observations, interviews, probes, surveys 
or benchmarking are used when trying to understand the people, environment and cultural dimensions of 
AAD projects. 

Narrowing down the broad picture produced during the discovering phase, the students are guided to di-
rect their attentions to the target location of their project. This approach brings the planning process closer 
to the grounding principles of place-specific AVA. In order to make sustainable decisions and understand 
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the history, traditions and social contexts of this particular location the students are required to conduct a 
thorough place-based investigation. This is based on the notion that through real investigation with local 
people and familiarisation with related literature, the students gain an authentic understanding of the place 
and are better informed to carry out the work in a culturally sustainable manner (Jokela 2013; Härkönen 
& Vuontisjärvi, 2017). The place research begins with lighter investigation of information going through 
books and the Internet resources. Visits to the site are organised during the research but the so-called 
textual research is considered to form a ground to the research. When the visits take place, meetings with 
the partner and other local stakeholders are organised. Students often use their materials from the discov-
ering phase to start the communication and planning with their partners. Interviewing locals, document-
ing features of the physical space and agreeing the next steps accelerate the design process and increase 
motivation for the students to continue their project. This approach has been developed at the University 
of Lapland over the past decade and has its roots in environmental and community-based art education 
(Jokela, Hiltunen, Huhmarniemi & Valkonen, 2005). 

These human-centric and place-specific approaches focus on people’s place-related experiences and 
memories rather than on the terms of the physical space (Jokela, 2013). The idea of ‘place’ here is under-
stood as a way of seeing, knowing and understanding the world (Cresswell, 2004). When the planning 
requires a constant dialogue and collaboration with the community about their places, it is crucial to 
understand that places are constantly changing depending on how people perceive them and what they 
mean to people (Fairclough, 2009). According to Jokela (2013), the designers /artists are required to an-
alyse the place-related dimensions where the environment is understood as a basis of cultural identity, 
psychosocial and economic well-being. This requires an ongoing dialogue between local traditions and 
reforms (Jokela, 2013). The traditions are linked to cultural heritages that can offer understanding of 
historic processes and of how a place evolved from its current state to the planning and design process-
es. Fairclough (2009) points out that cultural heritage in cultural sustainability is focusing on the ways 
everyday life is lived in different places and what people value in their lives and places. This can enable a 
heritage-informed perspective on what should happen next, which could as easily be a decision to pro-
mote radical change as to encourage continuity (Fairclough, 2009). The central aim of the students’ place 
research is to gain awareness and understanding and seek directions and raw material for future change 
in that particular place Fairclough et al. (2014) point out that:

Place-based cultural activity of any kind should fundamentally be about dialogue, discourse, debate, 
argument, persuasion. It requires us to listen as well as to talk.

The discovering and researching phase normally lasts between four to six weeks after which, the place, the 
final plans for action are made. However, these first steps in the project usually continue to some extent, 
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throughout the action phase. When the location and people become more familiar, different layers of place 
usually start unfold. This increases sensitivity and understanding and helps in decision-making through-
out the project. This aspect is especially crucial in the context of AAD. Most of our students come from 
different countries and are visiting the Arctic region for the very first time. Benchmarking and the place 
research helps them to get acquainted with their new study and working context but does not change the 
fact that the language and cultural barriers challenge them more than it would the local students. In cases 
like this, the intercultural dialogue becomes essential. The students have pointed out that the main chal-
lenges in collaboration are in communication. As most of the students do not speak Finnish, it affects the 
understanding of hidden nuances.  In the next section we present one example of students working on a 
place specific project in a dialogue with local people.

THE STUDENT PROJECT: TIRROVOIMAA
One of the students project cases we are examining from the perspectives of discovering and place 
research is the ‘Tirrovoimaa’ project. The aims of this larger project is to develop a new kind of na-
ture-based resort in village of Pasmajärvi, Kolari and it is funded by the European Agricultural Fund 
for Rural Development. From the environmental aspect, the project is examining a longer-term value 
of forests besides of logging and the interest is also in the area’s suitability for nature tourism and 
nature tourism being part of the traditional village landscape. From the community perspective, the 
project aims to involve local residents in the participatory development process and encourage them 
towards long-term self-oriented entrepreneurship. As an outcome, the project will create a process 
model which takes into account the special features of the area, people and the local culture. The AAD 
student group working in Tirrovoimaa (2017–2018) consists of service designers and visual artists. 
Their backgrounds are in interior design, industrial design, filmmaking and architecture and they 
were all used in the project. 

In autumn 2017, the student group started their discovery phase by exploring the area of Pasmajärvi village 
and meeting the local residents. Their first task was to identify the characteristics of the area through place 
research and understand the motives and needs of the local community by using observations and inter-
views. When the group started to seek good practices related to nature-based tourism, they carried out a 
benchmarking exercise of the existing local and global markets to clarify strategy and frame their design 
task. 
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Figure 1. Objective and subjective aspects of Pasmajärvi - unique, fresh, beautiful, pure, wild, virgin, special place to learn, to live, to 
love, to relax, to return. Images 1,2,6: Marcelo Souza de Araujo. Images 3,4,5: Hazal Doga Kilickap, 20017–2018.
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After the place research, students interpret gathered information by using customer journey tool to vis-
ualize nature-based tourist’s service path in Pasmajärvi resort. Customer journey tool is a visualised path 
or a story of a user experience of a certain service in a certain environment. Storytelling was also used 
as a tool during the phase and the group designed a drama arch of this unique nature resort experience. 
The drama arch tool is used to visualize the recognized emotions during the service experience. In the 
internal meetings they started to prototype products and services around the themes they had discov-
ered during their first field visit. The key themes agreed on were uniqueness, freshness, beauty, purity 
and the wilderness. 

Figure 2. Mapping a customer journey to Pasmajärvi resort and pondering on how to solve logistic problems. Meetings at Pasmajär-
vi school. Image: Elina Härkönen, 2017.
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One of the challenges the group faced was to reach the local residents during their investigations. Later, the 
tasks such as joint workshops and field trips in the village were able to tackle this problem. Another difficult 
issue was to catch the nuances of conversations with the locals as none of them spoke Finnish. Language 
barriers brought some extra work for the collected workshop data as it had to be translated into English 
before analyzing. In similar situations our international students have creatively tackled the challenge by 
using design and art tools in data collection. For example they have observed the participants and sketched 
the body language. They have considered this as a positive experience, as they have been able to pay more 
attention to the non-verbal communication. 

The actions implemented during the discovery phase turned out to be crucial for the group to approach 
the place through culturally sustainable manners: from the perspectives of the local community and 
through understanding its culture and the unique qualities of the local natural surroundings. Tools used 
in the discovery phase helped the group to draw an overall image of the project. The development task 

Figures 3–4. Joint workshop in the village of Pasmajärvi organized and facilitated by Arctic Art and Design students. The workshop 
theme was selected by local residents and aimed to support local entrepreneurship through product development of local materials. 
Images: Hazal Doga Kilickap, 2018.
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and different joint tasks such as gatherings and workshops helped build trust and promote engagement 
between the locals and the student group. Place research raised the sense of understanding the environ-
ment, its characteristics and, together with the interviews and observations, helped to appreciate the 
local community and its traditions.

CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the benefits of combining the methods of discovering (service design) and place re-
search (AVA) with the international student groups aiming to work with local stakeholders. Although dis-
cussing these in the context of the Arctic, the tools used and levels of cultural learning may be applied to 
other cultural contexts with a little adaptation. To design culturally sustainable activities, we believe, one 
needs to first understand the cultural, social and ecological layers of the location one is about to work with. 
Project work is as much about learning to work as a team as it is to learning to collaborate with the local 
community.  It is also about learning to maintain a constructive dialogue and finding ways of engaging peo-
ple despite the lack of common spoken or cultural language. Continuous dialogue, flexibility and readiness 
to adapt to unexpected changes are the key factors towards sensitive working.  

Besides collaborating with local communities, the international students in AAD also need to be able to 
work in multicultural and multidisciplinary teams inside their own student group. At the end of their pro-
jects, the students have reported that although challenging in so early stages of their studies, working in 
real environments has made learning more meaningful. We believe that bringing studies to real contexts 
and to the local cultural traditions can support the students to develop their cultural understanding quicker 
and give them strategic tools to navigate in the cultural environment. In their feedback, the students point 
out that cooperating with real partners leads also to a better understanding of the local language and the 
behavioral models of the place. When not being able to understand the language, the nuances may remain 
hidden and there becomes a need for cultural interpretation: the visuality of art and design tools can form 
a universal language that functions as cultural interpreters and increase mutual understanding. 
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Willow sculpting workshop in Muodoslompolo village in Northern Sweden. Photos by Maria Huhmarniemi.
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Art at the heart of matters:  
Connecting art, people and place
Glen Coutts

 
What should be the purpose of contemporary art at the beginning of the 21st century? What sort of train-
ing should art schools and universities provide? Apart from aesthetic and cultural contributions, is there 
potential for artists contribute to the economic and social life of a community? Is the sort of training that 
most professors of art received (probably in the 20th century) still ‘fit for purpose’ in the 21st century? In 
short, what should be the key features of a good training in art? These big, fundamental, questions were 
central to the thinking of the planning team that developed new types of training in art and art education 
at the University of Lapland in the first two decades of this century. A multidisciplinary group, comprising 
artists, designers, filmmakers and art education specialists set about devising a completely new programme 
with an emphasis on developing the social and economic potential of contemporary art.  

During 2008 – 2013, a pilot masters course was conducted within which these questions were central. Oper-
ating in the far north of Finland, across Lapland, two groups of students were admitted to a two-year master’s 
degree that focused on developing and testing new ways of using contemporary art and service design thinking 
in community and economic settings (Seppälä, 2012). Community-based and participative approaches were 
developed as the dividing lines between the disciplines of art and design were constantly tested and, over time, 
blurred. A meld of participative, user-generated approaches (Armstrong & Stojmirovic, 2011), service design 
(Miettinen, 2012), community engagement (Zieske, 2013: Macdonald, 2012) and ‘real world’ approaches to art 
(Coutts, 2013) meant a challenging training period for students.  This ‘melting pot’ of methods and theory chal-
lenged the students to balance their established expertise through previous training (in design or art) with the 
need to accept new situations and, often, work ‘outside of their comfort zone’. The programme was deliberately 
constructed to encourage interdisciplinary work. In addition, and unusually for many art institutions, much of 
the students’ experience was field work, with local companies or community groups. 

The university of Lapland has a long and distinguished record of community-based and environmental art. 
It also has significant expertise in service design. In addition to excellent local networks, for example the 
tourist and forest industries, international collaborations have played a crucial role in developing new ways 
of training in art, design and art education (Coutts & Jokela, 2008; Jokela, Coutts, Huhmarniemi & Harko-
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nen, 2013). The artists and academics in the university have been acutely aware of the need to share and 
learn from the experience in other northern and Arctic countries of the changing role of art, design and art 
education (Jokela & Coutts, 2015). Over the past 10 years or so there has been a fusion of these experiences, 
ideas and activities that has coalesced into the masters programme now called Arctic Art and Design and 
in particular the development of the notion of Applied Visual Arts (AVA). In the next section, I will discuss 
the concept of AVA in a little more detail.

ART AT THE HEART OF MATTERS 
Social circumstances, as well as industry and commerce are changing rapidly in the Arctic as they are 
around the world; concurrent with these changes, the demand for an adaptable, highly skilled and creative 
workforce has increased. In most countries in northern Europe, particularly in Finland and the UK, high-
er education institutions have traditionally produced graduates with a good “skills mix” of creativity, In-
formation Communication Technology (ICT) knowledge, and sound practical competences. Art schools, 
with their emphasis on independent and studio-based learning have been excellent at allowing students to 
pursue their own ideas, whilst providing training in practical and craft skills. Education in art and design 
has always been about creativity, problem solving and encouraging alternative ways of seeing and making 
sense of the world. Although there are notable exceptions, what has been missing in many such programs 
has been practice-based learning rooted in the “real world” (Coutts, 2013).

Given the seismic changes that have taken place over the last 50 years or so, economically, socially, cul-
turally and politically, it is surprising that there has been so little change in art schools. Without wanting 
to exaggerate, it is still possible to visit many schools of art and see the same sort of activities that might 
have been going on in the middle of the last century.  This is not to criticize the quality of teaching and 
learning, merely to wonder about the extent to which the training in some, especially fine art depart-
ments, prepares students for life beyond the academy, how does the experience prepare graduates for 
life, to make a living, in the 21st century? Interestingly, the discipline of art education – especially where 
it is located in an art school or faculty of art and design (as opposed to a faculty of education) has often 
been at the cutting edge of innovation and research in devising and testing alternative approaches to 
contemporary art practices in society (Coutts, Soden & Seagraves, 2009).  The department of Art edu-
cation at the University of Lapland was one of the first education programs in Finland, where a fusion of 
contemporary art practice and social engagement through art has been developed, particularly in com-
munity-based and environmental art (Coutts & Jokela, 2008; Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2008). Inevitably, 
the focus has been on how new approaches to community, socially and commercially based art might 
work in the Arctic context with its special conditions. However, the work has attracted interest from 
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around the world, particularly in Northern countries who share some of the challenges facing artists and 
designers (Beer, 2014; Biggs, 2016; Gunnasdottir, 2014).  

Concurrent with the societal changes that have taken place, the role of artists and designers has developed 
and adapted to the requirements of local and national circumstances. There is still a place for high quality 
fine arts, design, art exhibitions and so on, but realistically, such work will not be for the majority of young 
people training in our art schools.  Many will enter the teaching profession, or some sort of public service, 
for example social work, therapy or health and well-being related employment.  There is an increasing 
trend for artists (or designers) to be employed as specialist consultants or lead ‘creatives’ in public or pri-
vate enterprises. Since the public art and ‘town artist’ movement in the 1970s in the UK the idea of employ-
ing people with creative skills on multidisciplinary projects – particularly those aimed at addressing some 
environmental or social issue has gained momentum. 

In this model, artists act as facilitators for a community group, public service or business, using their skills 
and experience. For example, visual arts and cultural productions have become an integral part of the tour-
ism-related ‘experience industry’ in the North (ref to projects in the book Tonttula, Art Gear, etc).

What is referred to as Applied Visual Arts (AVA)1 differs significantly from the way in which artists have tradi-
tionally been trained in art disciplines that mainly focused on the artist’s technical skills and personal expression. 
In that model, it was quite possible for students to pass through their entire training without having to make a 
presentation to clients (i.e. non-artists), devise a funding application, negotiate with a team of (non-art) experts, 
cost and deliver a project or write reports. Such skills are now fundamental to many jobs. We need specialists, 
but we really need specialists who can collaborate and negotiate the best outcome as part of a multidisciplinary 
group. For that reason, the Arctic Art and Design (AAD) master’s degree embraces a project-based, inter and 
multidisciplinary model from the very first week of the student’s training. AVA therefore, is situated at the in-
tersection of visual arts, design, visual culture and social engagement. It is from the interplay of these different, 
but related, fields of study that AVA develops practical working methods and lines of action. Almost always in 
close collaboration with communities, companies or a combination of both. The key characteristic in AVA is that 
artist is not alone in a studio, rather she or he is part of a team - AVA is intrinsically multidisciplinary.   

In the AAD degree, this philosophy permeates the entire program.  Student experience in the master’s pro-
gram follows a very different path to normal practice in fine arts, it is always context-driven; by that I mean 
that the place, participants and socio-cultural situation form the starting points and framework within 
which the students must work with a local team. In order to succeed in the program, students are required 

1 It is important to note that ‘applied visual art’ should not be understood to mean the same as ‘applied art’ in the sense of deco-
ration, ceramics, glass or furniture design as the term is understood in many other countries
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to demonstrate competence, not only in high quality creative practice, but also in mastery of collaborative 
working. To do that, students are allocated ‘real-life’ projects with community groups or local businesses. 
Hands on experience of ‘social engagement’ is an integral part of the program; students are required to 
design and deliver “innovative productions” (Seppälä, 2012, p.7) on location and with community groups.

In practice, AAD projects involve artists working with, or for, people in a public context. AAD is charac-
terized by notions of participation, collaboration and inclusion. It should also be recognized that, while 
the focus of AAD is on visual arts, projects frequently embrace work across art disciplines. Projects might 
include, for example, performance, sound or movement. Working in this field, artists need to draw on many 
different disciplines, including anthropology, cultural geography and place-making, sociology, history or 
town planning. Inevitably, there are many points of interaction between different professional disciplines 
and it is, of course, impossible for the artist to be an expert in all of them. However, it is essential that the 
artist has skills in what Lester and Piore have called “interpretive innovation” (2004, p. 97), and this has 
implications for the way we conduct art education. Education providers need to consider whether the pro-
grams on offer are those most conducive to developing the skills-base required to deal with the complexi-
ties of the world of work in the twenty-first century.

CONNECTING ART, PEOPLE AND PLACE – TWO EXAMPLES
In this short essay, it is not possible to fully explore the range of ways in which contemporary art thinking 
has been used to engage with issues of import to communities, places or both. However, to illustrate just 
some of the ways, I offer two examples, both from my home country of Scotland. Although I have been 
talking about AAD and the innovative work going on in Lapland, it would be wrong to imply that this is 
somehow unique to Finnish Lapland. There are many examples all around the work of artists’ and design-
ers’ engagement with urban or rural places and communities.

What is certainly unique and without doubt, innovative, is the master’s degree, but it owes a debt to the 
many community and environmentally focused art works and art-based interventions that have taken place 
over many years, often as the initiative of individual artists or community groups. The closest parallel I can 
think of to the master’s degree is the environmental art degree at Glasgow School of Art (GSA, 2017).  In 
this book the work of many of our students and staff in Lapland is featured, therefore I have selected these 
two art-based projects from another country. 

The first project is about a place that it has changed over the years. Instead of people, the artist has chosen 
to focus on animals with inextricable links to the place.  It is public art on an enormous scale, a celebration 
of the place’s industrial heritage using a combination of civil engineering and creative skills. The second 
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project is also about place, but this time using a mix of ethnographic research techniques, sound, filmmak-
ing and installation to both document and encourage people to think about a sensitive area of marine life. 
In both cases, art really is at the heart of the matter. 

PROJECT ONE. 
Andy Scott, The Kelpies: Art meets engineering
The Helix project (Helix 2017a) in the east of Scotland is an ambitious regeneration initiative aimed at 
transforming a huge area of land between Grangemouth and Falkirk. The idea was first mooted in the early 
2000s, to reinvigorate around 350 hectares of land, connecting 16 local communities using an extensive 
paths network, forest and waterways authorities. The Helix was awarded £25m in 2007 (the maximum 
grant available through the national lottery and one of only three UK projects selected to receive cash from 
the Lottery’s Living Landmarks (National Lottery, 2017) program.

The big idea behind the Helix was to create a local greenspace that connects and engages the local commu-
nities. It is, by any standards, a massive civil engineering and ‘greenscaping’ project and the work I want to 
focus on is only a part of this big picture albeit and extremely high profile and successful part – that places 
art at the heart of industrial regeneration and community engagement. At the time of writing (early 2018), 
the Helix has achieved the following:

• The Kelpies, two 30 metre high stainless steel monuments that form the vanguard of The Helix and 
the Forth and Clyde Canal

• A kilometre of new canal with towpaths, creating a safe new connection to Grangemouth
• 27 kilometres of shared access, high quality pathways connecting 16 communities
• A new lagoon in Helix Park
• A new splash play area 
• Adventure Play Zone and Splash Play area
• The new Plaza Café
• Sustainable LED lighting for at least 14 kilometres of these new pathways
• Two new toucan road crossings and a new road underbridge
• A new wetland boardwalk
• A new group of Nordic Walkers, bringing a new health activity to the area
• Over 120 trained Nordic Walkers & over 30 trained walk leaders
• Multiple community projects, including a new beekeeping society (Helix Beekeepers), Meet The 

Species events, The Abbotshaugh Sentinel project
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• 25 direct training places in woodland management hundreds of ongoing volunteer opportunities
• Several high level events, including a Bike Week Party, Helix Day 2013 and HOME.
• A canal tunnel under the M9 motorway
• Two new pieces of public art and the refurbishment of two existing pieces
• Multiple jobs and contracts for local and national companies during construction
• Jobs for the local community, with more to follow
• The development of a 16-mile cycle route connecting The Helix, The Kelpies, The Falkirk Wheel and 

Callendar House.

(Helix, 2017b)

My focus is on the role that art might play in such a massive project and I think there are lessons for us in 
the North about how art and engineering have come together in this project, about how artists need to 
be able to work seamlessly with other disciplines; engineers, planners, conservationists, local and national 
politicians and other decision makers.  Artists who undertake such ‘place – specific’ and public work need 
to be versatile and willing to accept and adapt to new challenges. In the book that chronicles the story of 
the artworks the artist, Andy Scott, reflects:

… I’m a sculptor, not a writer and I usually let my hands do the talking away from a laptop keyboard. 
I’m handier with a five-pound lump hammer than with a thesaurus. I’m kind of an old-fashioned 
sculptor at that and I usually make the artworks by eye, relying on dexterity and drawing skills rather 
than CAD programmes and distant fabricators. […] the journey of the Kelpies took me into uncharted 
waters: a new realm (to me) of cutting edge computer design and vast civil engineering works, engaging 
with myriad contractors and client groups, shifting busy motorways and huge utlity pipes and even 
digging canals. And of course, the challenge of building the sculptures themselves. (Scott, 2014, p. 3).

Each of the two sculptures (see Figures 1 & 2) that welcome visitors at entrance way to the Forth and 
Clyde canal site near Falkirk weighs 300 tonnes, is 30 metres in height, uses 1200 tonnes of steel-rein-
forced concrete, contains 928 unique stainless steel plates and were built on site in 90 days (Helix, 2017).  
The idea of the Kelpies is based on the mythical horse like creatures of Scottish folklore that were able 
to transform themselves into other forms and were said to have the power of 100 horses. The place plays 
vital role in the story too, the canals were used to transport coal and other goods around the country and 
horses were used to tow the barges that contained the goods. The sculptures were unveiled in October 
2013 and since then have proved to be extremely popular with locals and visitors, in the first year almost 
one million people visited the Kelpies (BBC, 2015).
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Figure I. The Kelpies by Andy Scott. Image: Graham Wylie. 
Figure 2. The Kelpies and surrounds. Image: Graham Wylie.

PROJECT TWO.
Stephen Hurrel and Ruth Brennan,  Clyde Reflections: Art meets science
2013 was designated Year of Natural Scotland by the Scottish government.  A major interdisciplinary pro-
ject, Imagining Natural Scotland (INS), was developed by Creative Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage and 
the University of St Andrews.  The overarching aim of the project was to examine the role of the arts and 
culture in advancing our understanding of the natural environment.  A series of projects were selected for 
funding, following an open call to the creative and scientific communities. In total, fifteen projects were 
funded to investigate the natural world and how it is represented by means of art and science, underpin-
ning the projects was the notion of engagement between the creative and scientific sectors.  The variety 
of art-science collaborative approaches was extensive, including archaeologists, biologists, sociologists, 
ecologists, social ecologist, historical geographers, writers, sound designers, photographers, playwrights, 
software developers, poets, storytellers, environmental artists, engineers, composers, musicians, filmmak-
ers and zoologists.  Each project was led by a small interdisciplinary team, typically two to four people. The 
main scientific and creative work was conducted between the summer of 2013 and the spring of 2014. Out-
comes of the project included several exhibitions, a public conference, a website and several publications 
including the anthology Imagining Natural Scotland (Griffith, 2014). 

Scott Donaldson of Creative Scotland, summarises the aims and scope of the project, encouraging new 
lines of enquiry by:
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Figure 3. Clyde Reflections. Courtesy of the artist, Stephen Hurrel.

… engaging scientists, environmental historians and artists of all kinds in the project: what types of 
‘nature’ are to be found in arts and popular culture? What do these imagined Scottish environments 
of film, song and story tell us about ‘the real thing’ and our relationship to it? (2014, p. 5).

Readers interested in more information about each of the INS projects can find details at the Imagining 
Natural Scotland website (INS, 2017). 

In this essay, I highlight just one of the projects Clyde Reflections (see Figures 3) by Stephen Hurrel and 
Ruth Brennan ‘a meditative, cinematic experience based on the marine environment of the Firth of Clyde 
on the west coast of Scotland’ (Hurrel & Brennan, 2017).  This film, produced by collaborative art-science 
team of artist Stephen Hurrel and social ecologist Ruth Brennan, features underwater and microscopic 
footage, combined with voice recordings of people who have a close relationship with, or specialist un-
derstanding of, the Firth of Clyde. These include a retired fisherman, a marine biologist, a diver, a marine 
conservationist, a spiritual leader and a physical oceanographer (Figure 4). It is worth quoting Hurrel and 
Brennan at length as they reflect on the experience of working together:

The INS commission has contributed to our development as an innovative art-science working part-
nership. […] At the outset of this project we wondered how feasible it would be to combine a documen-
tary style approach for the interview stage with a more ambient, meditative and poetic rendering of 
that material. Although we belong to seemingly distinct disciplines, we have found that the overlaps 
between our working practices, as well as a shared aesthetic sensibility, are more important than the 
differences that exist within our respective fields. 

A defining characteristic of our work, therefore, is that we are able to draw on a range of different 
material and to respond to it in a structured as well as an intuitive manner. This approach allows us 
to create work that opens up space for contemplation by reflecting the unfixed, shifting nature of the 
relationship between people and place.  
(2014, p. 49).
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The film premiered at CCA in November 2014 and was installed in the Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) (Fig-
ure 5), Glasgow for six weeks in Summer of 2015. Hurrel and Brennan continue to pursue their individual 
professional careers and work together when possible on projects concerning art, science, people and place.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
I have provided two examples of projects that I think provide us with food for thought about the way we train 
artists in the 21st century. In this book we celebrate the work on of the students and staff on one program 
at the university of Lapland, not forgetting the numerous community groups and local companies that have 
helped us to pioneer new ways of working through art and have also challenged us to come up with innovative 
solutions to common problems and issues facing society in the far north.  Ageing populations, long distances 
between communities, migration, health and well-being concerns to name just a few of the complex interre-
lated problems facing many societies around the world.  Apart from the challenges of living with harsh climat-
ic conditions perhaps, these are not unique to Finnish Lapland, but such issues do present both challenges and 
opportunities for artists and, surely, for the way that artists are trained.

Figure 4. Analysing the interviews. Courtesy of the artist, Stephen Hurrel.  
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The development of AAD at the University of Lapland has not been without its challenges, but it has also 
brought significant successes and led the way in terms how universities, businesses and local communi-
ties might fruitfully interact using art. From the early days, during the 1990s when community-based and 
environmental art was being developed as a core activity by the department of art education to the more 
recent projects there is a clear story of progress. Because the reputation of the department and faculty is 
well known across Finnish Lapland and, indeed the Arctic region, the University is a first port of call for 
businesses and entrepreneurs seeking creative collaboration.

This collaborative way of working is central to the AAD degree program and its predecessors.  Whether it 
has been our staff and students working with small to medium size companies on art-based productions or 
staff research publications - partnerships and working together are key concepts. A related development 
has been the formation of the highly successful ‘thematic network’ entitled Arctic Sustainable Arts and 
Design (ASAD, 2018). As part of the University of the Arctic and with members in 26 Instutions across 
6 Arctic countries, the group has been pro-active in research, knowledge exchange, exhibitions and pub-
lications. All of this activity and the examples in this book demonstrate, I hope, some of the benefits and 
potential of putting art at the heart of matters. 

Figure 5. The film installation at Glasgow Museum of Modern Art. Image: Alan Dimmick. 
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Exploring mapping tools for service design  
through the Voitto project
Melanie Sarantou and Mari Suoheimo

This chapter is situated in practical service design. It discusses learning through action by employing 
established service design tools and processes, including learning through co-creation (Sanders & Stap-
pers, 2008). Due to the iterative working approaches that involve co-design, testing and evaluation, ser-
vice design enables continuous and peer-to-peer learning (Kuure & Miettinen, 2013). Mapping both a 
physical and action-driven process, is explored in this chapter as a useful tool for learning through action 
in service design processes. Mapping is a powerful visualisation tool as it produces artefacts, the physical 
maps, which transfer semiotic data for stimulating new insights and progressing learning in customer 
journeys. 

Voitto is a Finnish word meaning victory, and a shortened word representing the Finnish phrase vo-
imavaroja, toimintakykyä ja osallisuutta Lappiin, meaning increasing resources, viability and social 
participation in Lapland. This word was chosen as the title for the project discussed in this chapter. The 
practical use of mapping in the public sector where new tools are continuously sought to improve public 
services and address societal challenges (Kuure & Lindström, 2012). Voitto is an EU funded three year 
project that was initiated in 2017. The project seeks to explore new services for men who experience so-
cial isolation over a long period of time. The Education and Development Services from the University of 
Lapland leads the project, supported by an expert counselling team that includes the Regional Council of 
Lapland, the Eduro Foundation, Lapland Te Services, University of Lapland, Northern Finland’s Centre 
for Social Services, Ranua Municipality and Lapland Ely Centre. The Faculty of Art and Design at the 
University of Lapland contributes expert service design and artistic knowledge to the project. The pro-
ject includes participants and project stakeholders from three municipalities in Finnish Lapland, which 
are Ranua, Inari and Ylitornio. 

The aims of Voitto is the social and economic empowerment of men who have become socially isolated 
and unemployed over years in these municipal areas. The target group (later in this article also re-
ferred to as participants or customers) are the most vulnerable and marginalised men that are ageing, 
(long-term) unemployed, often disabled and recipients of social welfare. Improving the work capacity 
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of unemployed men, their quality of life and reintegrating them into their communities is at the core 
of the project. Social workers, guided by the expert counselling team, identified the participants. 

The project aimed to guide, counsel and train personnel in the application of the selected service design 
methods, including ethnographic observations and mapping. This entailed the development and modelling 
of participatory tools for the processing of current life scenarios by the target group, whilst simultaneously 
developing and formulating participatory tools for guidance and counselling for utilisation by the munic-
ipal workers who also fulfilled the role of counsellors. Service designers from the University of Lapland 
fulfilled the roles of process mediators. Table 1 illustrates how each municipality has participated in the 
working process and at what period.

TIMETABLE MESS MAPPING PHASE STAKEHOLDERS PLACE

19.02.2018 Meeting of Mess Mapping and creating 
the sub-themes

All three municipalities represented by 
their social workers; facilitators from 
the University of Lapland

University of Lapland

19-20.04.2018 Early childhood/ kindergarten/ 
schooling/ army

Service design facilitators from the 
University of Lapland

University of Lapland

02.05.2018 Health and social services; social & 
healthcare services (Sote) reform and 
new legislation; social & healthcare 
services (Sote) reform and new 
legislation

Social workers from Ylitornio; Voitto-
participants; facilitators from the 
University of Lapland

Ylitornio

07.05.2018 Hobbies; free time;  connections; 
family; self-esteem

Social workers from Inari; Voitto-
participants; facilitators from the 
University of Lapland

Inari

14.05.2018 Substance addiction; urban-rural divide; 
law and order issues

Social workers from Ranua; Voitto-
participants; facilitators from the 
University of Lapland

Ranua

28.05.2018 Analyse and peer-review of the maps;  
identify connections between the sub-
themes; identify the key impediments 
for development

All three municipalities represented by 
their social workers; facilitators from 
the University of Lapland

University of Lapland

Table 1. Timetable of the sequence and themes of Mess MappingTM with the stakeholders.
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The goal of the project is to find meaningful forms of participation despite the difficult social situations 
these men face. Development work is being carried out by municipal workers who will be able to reform 
existing municipal services for new and improved customer experiences. The project aims to improve the 
participation rate of the target group through new experiences that strengthened self-worth and status of 
the participants as contributing and confident community members.

THE MESS MAP™ PHASE OF THE VOITTO PROJECT
The project designs development measures by defining needs and goals for socially isolated men who live 
in the participating municipalities in regional Lapland. The development work is being carefully guided by 
the participants themselves. This phase of Mess MappingTM entailed that service designers, counsellors, 
social workers and other professionals focused on building and expanding existing knowledge about the 
participants, followed by the identification of their needs through service design, a process in which end 
users are situated at the core of the process (Rytilahti & Miettinen, 2016).  

The long term aim of the project is to develop new types of inclusive services, operating models and 
counselling methods that will be planned with the relevant stakeholders. Specific care will be given to the 
uniqueness of each of the rehabilitation processes with the participant groups. The team of experts share 
an awareness for the long-term impact and sustainability of the project. The future transferability of best 
practices are, as an example, a concern as they may impact on individuals, groups and local contexts in the 
Arctic. Thus, the focus is on co-creation with the target group and other stakeholders to develop services 
that include appropriate, suitable and implementable tools. Improved public services, with appropriate 
outreach and access mechanisms, are essential for reaching participants and beneficiaries. 

METHODOLOGY
The focus on mapping processes and mechanisms in the Voitto project, employs an ethnographic meth-
odology angle, because ethnography, says Geertz (1974, p. 5), entails the mapping of fields, through main-
taining diaries, understanding relationships, and recording texts among other activities. In ethnographic 
practices, the behaviour of participants is usually observed within their own environments instead of invit-
ing them to artificially created spaces to be observed (Banks, 2007, p. 58). However, service designers often 
use workshops to create spaces where co-creation is enabled through participation, whether they work 
with participants in their own environments or in specially prepared or created environments (Kuure & 
Miettinen, 2013; Miettinen, Sarantou & Akimenko, 2016). 
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This project used a series of six workshops of Mess MappingTM as a base to start developing new services  
with the participants. Workshops enabled the exploration, analysis and understanding of the broader con-
texts in which the participants functioned, which include their different life experiences, and their social, 
economic and environmental situations (Banks, 2007). During the workshops service designers and stake-
holders engaged in interviews and group discussions that were captured and processed through narrative 
and content analysis. Service designers approached workshops with the aim to understand the participants 
and stakeholders’ situations in a holistic sense, including all aspects that relate to their usual daily (in)ac-
tivities. Due to the sensitive nature of the project (involving marginalised and socially isolated individuals), 
the inclusion of participants in group activities such as workshops proved to be challenging. To bridge this 
challenge and to enable understanding between the service designers and stakeholders, a series of work-
shops and group activities was planned and conducted.

Maps are designed artefacts, because they are planned and drawn with the assistance of reflections upon 
journeys (Sarantou, 2014). During their journeys in specific worlds, however, travellers improvise their 
routes, because they embark on forward-moving actions and they ‘know as they go’, or discover as they 
proceed (Ingold, 2000, p. 228). The service designers collaboratively with the participants mapped the ex-
periences of the stakeholders and participants as well as the envisaged solutions to their problems, thus the 
‘making’ of maps, tangible and intangible, was based on forward-moving, improvisatory actions (Anusas 
& Ingold, 2013). 

The tactile tools used for map making processes were, sticky notes, notebooks, photographs, audio record-
ings, physical bodies and enactment, while intangible tools included imagined scenarios, memories, intu-
ition and knowledge. Letsiou (2017) refers to aesthetic mapping as a method for documentation in which 
collage, mixed media and other visual materials were used to produce meanings in relation to experiences. 
Aesthetic mapping is used by artists to explore societal, historic and political issues (Letsiou, 2017). How-
ever, art-based approaches to mapping can also be used to transform experiences into new meanings and 
sense-making processes. 

The knowledge about the maps (and map making processes) used in this project is shaped through past 
experiences and service design theory (Zomerdijk & Voss, 2010), in addition to the memories, stories and 
knowledge of all the stakeholders involved in the process. The extensive planning and designing invested in 
Voitto in this phase was a mapping process. This chapter discusses two map making processes namely Mess 
MappingTM and Resolution MappingTM.
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DISCUSSION: MAPPING AS A SERVICE DESIGN TOOL 

Mess MappingTM

Mess MappingTM is a tool that was created to generate the understanding of social problems that are wicked 
by nature (Horn & Weber, 2007). According to Rittel and Webber (1973), wicked problems should meet ten 
criteria before they should be labelled as such. These authors contend that one wicked problem may be the 
consequence of another, thus they refer to spin-off problems that are caused when appropriate resolutions 
are not found for existing wicked problems. According to these theorists, wicked problems don’t have solu-
tions but rather are in need of resolutions as efforts can be made to contain or tame wicked problems, but 
no to solve them (Rittel & Webber, 1973). 

Developed by Horn and Weber (2007), Mess MappingTM is used to visualise social fuzziness that is based 
in social, political, historical and environmental complexities such as unemployment or social isolation. 
Figure 1 presents a semi-final version of the Voitto Mess MapTM. As the name of this tool states, the realities 
that the project faced, which included the challenges that both stakeholders and participants faced, were 
messy and difficult to comprehend. However, this map revealed sufficient information to the stakeholders 
for generating a deeper understanding about the wicked problem.  

The Mess MapTM process aimed to carefully label, organise and place actions, relationships and pro-
cesses within a system. Mess MapsTM indicate existing stakeholders, actual actions, relationships and 
processes and should therefore not be confused with mind maps that illustrate ideas. The role of or-
ganisations and stakeholders are important in Mess MapsTM as they influence and impact on outcomes 
(Horn & Weber, 2007). Mess MapsTM offer holistic views and create understanding of wicked issues 
and the participation and collaboration needed from different entities to ensure the success of the 
project (or process). 

The process of Mess MappingTM is explained in Figure 2. The process for the service designers working 
in collaboration with the municipal representatives, which consisted of social workers and counsellors, is 
illustrated. While the service designers guided the structure of the mapping process, the social, historic, 
organisational and environmental details of the problems were provided by the municipal representa-
tives. This illustrated the exemplary co-creation approach of service design. The service designers were 
responsible for creating and breaking down into finer details categories and themes from the knowledge 
that was provided by the municipal representatives and facilitators from the University of Lapland. The 
service designers together with the participants were then able to create a Mess MapTM as a result of the 
relationships that unfolded as illustrated in Figure 1.
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The themes that were identified in the Voitto Mess MappingTM included schooling and education, family 
scenarios, addictions and substance abuse, health, law and order issues, urban-rural divide, to name a few. 
Remoteness and geographical isolation impacted on participants’ working and schooling opportunities 
due to the limited services that smaller schools offer compared to larger learning centres and schools in 
populated, larger cities in Finland. One issue that became known in this project was that the majority of 
the social workers in the project were women. This detail was acknowledged in the research application of 
the Voitto project. During the initial Mess Mapping™ process the role of compulsory military service for 
Finnish men was first omitted and then later added to the map as this factor can potentially contribute to 
social exclusion. 

During the first sessions of Mess MappingTM, prominent themes and subthemes were identified such as 
family, schooling, health, urban-rural divide, substance abuse, hobbies, self-esteem, law and order issues, 
and anticipated changes to Finland’s social and health service legislation. New themes were also identified 
during the separate Mess MappingTM sessions. The tool continued to deliver new insights into service 
design co-creation as the views and knowledge of all stakeholders were incorporated to form a holistic 
understanding of the Voitto project’s target group. 

Each of the municipalities processed a group of themes that was later reviewed by experts and social 
workers from the partner municipalities. During the final Mess MappingTM session of the project con-
nections between the themes and topics were established, which created new understanding of the re-
lationship between the problems participants experienced. For example, the theme ’self-esteem’ was 
well-connected to additional themes in comparison to others (illustrated in Figure 3). Self-esteem 
seemed to affect many stages of the participants’ lives with potential negative effects such as unemploy-
ment or substance abuse. During the sessions many social workers made new discoveries, for example 
that the majority of men who participated in Voitto had client relationships with social services since 
their childhood. This illustrates how negative experiences in early life stages are able to escalate into sig-
nificant challenges in later life stages. Another discovery was that the term ‘motivation’ received multiple 
and complex meanings during the mapping process. To unpack this theme, participants realised that it 
was a main development objective for the municipal services, but without the participants’ motivation 
and commitment to a program, the efforts seemed to have little value, which posed challenges to the 
social workers who have to drive positive outcomes. 

The feelings of some participants were controversial after finalizing the map. Some felt that the process re-
quired hard work, while others experienced it a pleasant way to discuss and process the themes. Adhering 
to project schedules also proofed challenging to some, while others were concerned about the oversimplifi-
cation, or generalisation, of the identified themes and challenges. One participant acknowledged that sim-
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Figure 1. The initial Mess MapTM of Voitto made together with the social workers from the municipalities. This Mess MapTM is pre-
sented in the Finnish language as it is the actual map that was created in Voitto.
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plified themes and scenarios was necessary for the creation of services. However, each Voitto participant 
presented a scenario despite the many similarities that existed. It was also acknowledged that flexible and 
simplified services may be better adapted to suit individual needs. 

In Autumn 2018, the next phase of the project, Resolution MappingTM will follow the Mess MappingTM 
process. Resolution MappingTM, instead of solution mapping, refers to Horn and Weber’s (2007) theories, 
which argue that resolutions rather than solutions exist for wicked problems. Resolution mapping will fo-
cus on the discoveries made in the Mess MappingTM workshops. 

Figure 2. Mess MapTM structure used for Voitto, designed by Joel Saarimäki and Mari Suoheimo (2018).

1. Creating categories
The process is initiated by 
creating categories of the 
service user’s problems. The 
causes of problems are to be 
mapped.

2. Making a more detailed 
breakdown
Based on the information 
provided, sub-headings are 
created for existing categories.

3. Spreading the categories  
on the map
Problem categories are placed 
on the map in a preliminary 
order.

Designers create:

Problem mapping
Based on the categories, the 
problem areas of the individual 
target audience are mapped.

Completing details
Sub-headings complement  
the problem areas or attempt  
to map new ones.

Creating relationships
Connections or causal 
realtionships are sought  
between problem categories.

Municipal representatives create:

MESS MAP
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Figure 3. This final Mess MapTM illustrates connections and areas that the Voitto project is able to influence (or not). The figure is 
designed to a poster with multiple details, contact the authors for more information. The figure is designed to a poster with multiple 
details, contact the authors for more information.

Lapsuus - Nuoruus - Koulu

Neuvola- Terveydenhoulto
- Kriittisintä aikaa, persoonallisuus 
kehittyy 7-v asti
- Emotionaalinen suhde + kehitys
- Miten kartoitetaan / löydetään ongelma 
äiti - isi - esim. Huumeet?
- Alle kouluikäisten lasten perheet
- Fokus - ennaltaehkäistä sairauksia - 
turvata terveys
Ehkäisy- ja perhesuunnittelu
Terveystarkastukset, kotikäynnit, 
“surprise”
- Kuka vastuussa löytää ongelma äiti/isä?
- Ongelmapalvelut ovat vapaaehtoisia
- Aliravittu lapsi
- Neuvola - lastensuojelu

Yläkoulu
- Merkkivaatteiden puute/ Syrjintä
- Tupakoinnin löytäminen
- Bilettäminen alkaa (alkoholi)
- Parisuhdekokeilut
- Seksuaalisuuskriisit
- Valistus alkaa (terveys yms.)

Hyväksikäyttö, sekainen tukka/vaatteet/hygienia, eristäytyy, koulukiusaus, yli/ali omatunto itsensä viiltäminen / mutilointi/ kotiväkivalta/ 
emotian puute/ vanhempi-lapsi läheisriippuvaisuus/ sairaudet, huostaanotto/ pakolainen/ erovanhempien lapsi/ yksinhuoltajuus/ 

kehitysvamma, fasd/ köyhyys, “huonompi ruoka - vitamiinit ym.”

Päiväkoti 
-> 6v lähtien viimeistään
Päiväkotilapsen erityisyys, voi pudota 
negatiivisyyden kierteeseen
Päiväkoti: kasvatus -> "huonosti" 
kasvatettu putoaa outoon valoon
Oppimisvaikeudet -> putoaa porukan 
joukosta

Amatillinen/Lukio
- 80 km, kun on kaukana -> miten saada 
paikkaan, että se toteutuu?
- Liian isot lukiot/amikset -> opet eivät 
tunne oppilaitaan -> ei kontakteja 
vanhempiin ihmisiin
- Liian pieni opisto -> yleinen 
syrjäytyminen yhteiskunnasta
- Lukio ei yksin riitä koulutukseksi
- Epätietous tulevaisuuden urasta
- Välivuodet
- Bilettäminen (alkoholi)
- Ei löydä kiinnostavaa 
jatko-opiskelupaikkaa

Alakoulu
- Oudot vanhemmat -> outo lapsi/ 
Haisulilapsi- Ekat juomiskokeilut
- Oppimisvaikeudet
- Lukeminen vaikeaa pojille
- Motivaation puute
- Arvioidaan “vääriä asioita”, joissa pojat eivät ole yhtä 
hyviä
- Koulukerhot - harrastukset- 
_____
Keskeisiä henkilöitä/ tahoja: neuvola, terapeutit
- Perhetyöntekijä, kuraattori
- Lastensuojelu - kokous näiden kesken, jos ei toimi 
jokin asia
- Koulu+opiskelu ja terveydenhuolto - kunta valtaa

THL - Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos
1. Lapsiperheiden kotipalvelu, tukea perheen arkeen, sairaus, synnytys, vamma, toimintakykyä alentava 
syy, erityinen perhe- tai elämäntilanne, ehkäisevää lastensuojelua/ 2. Lastensuojeluilmoitus, naapurit, 
ystävät, ongelma ei ole omia sivuja Lapissa eikä kunnilla - kontakti?/ 3. Perhetyö: tekevä sosiaaliohjaaja, 
perheohjaaja, perhetyöntekijä, perhkoutsi, - tavoite tarjota apua heti huolen havaitsemisen jälkeen eli 
EHKÄISTÄ/ 4. Perhekasvatus Lappi, vahvistaa vanhemmuuden voimavaroja, erotilanteet, lasten 
hyvinvointi, tukea kasvatuksessa/ Lapsi- ja nuorisokoti, perhekodit/ 5. Avo- ja sijaishuollon palveluita/ 6. 
Sijaisvanhemmuus/ 7. Tukiperheet, yksi viikonloppu kk lapsi käy tukiperheessä/ 8. 
Vertaistukiryhmätoiminta, mahdollista käsitellä ongelma yhdessä toisten samankaltaisten tilanteessa 
olevien kanssa, lapsen terveyden tai kehityksen tukeminen/ 9. Nuorten sosiaalityö ja ohjaus, 18-24 v. 
henkilöt- neuvontaa, ohjausta ja sosiaalista kuntoutusta

TE-keskus - auttaa Voittoa löytämään töitä ja antaa lausuntoja
Työllistymispalvelut: 1. Työllistymissuunnitelma/ 2. Aktivointisuunnitelma alle 25-v, saanut 
työmarkkinatukea 180 päivältä 12kk, on laadittu työllistymissuunnitelma ja saanut 500 päivää 
työttömyyspäivärahakauden ajan työttömyyspäivärahaa, 4kk toimeentulotuella/ 3. 
Kotoutumissuunnitelma yhdessä THL kanssa. 

Perheneuvola
Rovaniemellä ryhmä toimintaa: Haastavasti käyttäytyvien lasten vanhemmille: Ihmeelliset vuodet – 
ryhmä/ Lasten tunnesäätelytaitojen harjoitteluun: ART- ryhmä/ Parisuhdetaitoihin: Tahdolla ja taidolla – 
ryhmä/ Parisuhdetaitoihin: Tunnekeskeinenparisuhdekurssi/ Positiiviseen kasvatukseen ohjaava: 
Muksuoppia vanhemmille – ryhmä/ Vanhempien eron jälkeen lapsille: Kouluikäisten eroryhmä ja alle 
kouluikäisten TilliToukka-ryhmä

Muut tahot
Mannerheimin lastensuojeluliiton/ Tilapäistä 
hoitoapua/ Ennaltaehkäisevää vertaistukea 
lapsiperheille/ Tukihenkilötoimintaa/ Perhekeskus, 
kohtauspaikka, tukiverkko/ Auttava puhelin/ 
Yhteistyötä kuntien ja maakuntien kanssa - sote 
uudistus/ etc… / Seurakunnat: Perhe- ja lapsityö

Kela
1. Lapsilisä: alle 17-v vanhemmille- “voivat ottaa välistä”/ 2. Äitiyspakkaus tai 170 e - äitiysrahaa 4 kk äitiysvapaalle/ 3. Isyysraha n. 9vko/ 4. Vanhempainraha - 
vapaalle isä tai äiti n. 6kk, lapsin. 9kk, kun loppuu/ 5. Lapsen sairastaessa, Kela tukee tilanteissa, jos lapsi sairatuu tai lapsella on vamma/ 6. Yksityisen hoidon 
tuki, äiti tai isä hoitaa alle 3-v. lasta kotona/ 7. Eri perhemuodot, voivat vaikuttaa Kelan etuuksiin esim. Monikkoperhe, sateenkaariperhe, uusperhe, yhden 
vanhemman perhe/ 8. Joustava Kelan hoitoraha, vanhempi töissä enintään 30h/vko ja hoitaa lopun aikaa alle 3-v. lasta/ 9. Elatusapuvelan maksuvapautus, 
maksukyvyttömyyden syitä: työttömyys, työkyvyttömyys, kuntoutus, vankila.../ Myöhemmin: 10. Opintotuki peruskoulun jälkeisiin opintoihin/ 11. 
Koulumatkatuki, väh. 10 km päivittäinen koulumatka/ Ensimmäinen kosketus tukiin - osaako käsitellä vastuullisesti? Mikä on vanhempainmalli? Koulun?

Ongelmat/ Sairaudet
- Pitkäaikaissairaus -> Välitilaan 
jääminen, eli Kela ei myönnä eläkettä, 
toisaalta rajoitteiden vuoksi ei saa työtä
- Hoitamaton sairaus, mennään hoitoon 
vasta pää kainalossa/ Tuttu ympäristö 
helpompi tulla
- Omasta terveydestä (+ hyvinvoinnista) 
huolehtiminen on toissijaista
- Työkykyyn vaikuttavat rajoitteet, joista 
osaa ei ole tunnistettu/ asiakkaan kunto 
sinä hetkenä, kun aika olisi?
- Tuntee palvelupaikat Kela ja 
sosiaalitoimisto - tunteeko kaikkia siellä 
olevia palveluita?

Sosiaali
- Täydentävä toimeentulotuki kunnasta 
- sosiaaliohjaaja, sosiaalityöntekijä
- audit kysely ym.
- ehkäisevä päihdetyö
- palvelutarpeen arviointi

Terveys
- Lääkärin vastaanotto +  muut avopalvelut 
vastaanotolla: RTG, laboratorio, astman-, 
reuman, syduamenhoito, fysioterapia, “tratti” 
seuranta - ei riittävästi tutkimuksia
- Vastaanotolla hoito voi olla kokonaisvaltais-
ta tai - hoidetaan vain vaiva, kokonaiskuva 
jää näkemättä 
- täytyy olla akuutti, että pääsee heti 
hoitoon, esim. Selkävaivat menevät jonoon
- hammashuolto/ korvaushoito (?)
- Yksityinen: (2kpl) lääkärin vastaanottoa, 
(3kpl) fysioteraioita, (1kpl) yksityinen 
psykologi
- Yksityiset: puheterapia/ toimintaterapia/ 
psykoterapia
Toimintaterapia: Siitä hyötyvät ihmiset, joilla 
on vaikeuksia selviytyä päivittäisestä 
elämästä. Toimintaterapia rohkaisee 
olemaan oman elämän aktiivinen toimija. 
Tavoitteena on yhdessä asiakkaiden kanssa 
löytää ratkaisuja arkielämän haasteisiin
- Työttömien terveystarkastukset - TH (?) 
hoitajalla, TTH lääkärillä
- asiakkaat tyytyväisiä, kun saavat hoitoa ja 
tutkiuksia!
- ohjaudutaan/ hakeudutaan hyvin hoidon 
piiriin - vaatisi enemmän resursseja

Päihdepalvelut + MTT
- Vuodeosaston katkaisu
- Avokatkaisu
- Päihdekuntoutus lähikunnissa
- Päihde- ja mielenterveyskuntoitujien 
yksikkö
- MTT (mielenterveys) - A-klinikka 
Torniosta 1krt/kk
- psykologin tekemät arviot
- Mielenterveyspalvelut + helppo 
saada apua erikoissairaanhoidon 
palveluista
- Ylitorniolla yhteistyö sujuu 
toimijoiden välillä hyvin TK:ssa (?)

Kela
Kelan palvelut - etuuspalvelut

Perheneuvola? Neuvola
- Perheneuvola: Parisuhdetaitoihin: 
Tahdolla ja taidolla – ryhmä/ 
Parisuhdetaitoihin: Tunnekeskeinen-
parisuhdekurssi/ Tukea 
vanhemmuuteen
Neuvolapalvelut: aikuisten 
vastaanotto, diabetes vastaanotto/ 
terveysneuvontaa, hoidetaan 
verenpaineasiakkaita/ annetaan 
rokotuksia ja injektioita/ tarvittaessa 
ohjataan jatkotutkimuksiin.

Vaikutukset työllistymiseen:
- “Välitilaan jääminen” eli Kela ei 
myönnä eläkettä, toisaalta rajoitteiden 
vuoksi ei saa työtä
 lastensuojeluasiakkuus
- matkustaminen työn perässä koetaan 
vaikeaksi - “kotiseuturakkaus”
- tietoisuudet omista oikeuksista
- Ylisukupolvinen työttömyys 

Alkoholi
- Runsaasta alkoholin käytöstä 
aiheutuneet terveyspulmat
- Kynnys hakea palveluita korkealla/ 
pelko leimautumisesta 

Mentaalinen hyvinvointi
-Masennus/ Paniikkihäiriöt
- psyykkisen joustavuuden vähäisyys - 
resilienssi

Ongelmia
- ajanvaraus, ei tavoiteta
- ei puhelinta
- ei osoitetta tai Poske restante (?)
- kirjeeseen huono, voi vaikuttaa 
etuisuuksiin
- vistuaaliset palvelut voivat sopia hyvin?
- Kyydin saamisen hankaluus palveluihin, 
kyläkeskukseen
- motivaatio lähteä tutkimuksiin huono 
- SITOUTUMATTOMUUS
- asiakkaan näkökulma vs ammattilaisen 
näkökulma
- yhteydenottoaika vastaanotolle 
puhelimella ei sopiva
- kynnys koetaan korkeaksi
- päihdeasiakkaat haasteellisia - kun 
motivoitunut pitäisi heti saada palvelua, ei 
aina onnistu

Terveys

Voitot: Matti & Seppo

ONGELMA: 
TYÖTTÖMYYS/ 

SYRJÄYTYMINEN

Myöhemmät menetykset/ Velka/ 
Epäonnistumiset
- Konkurssi tai velkaisuus - pikavipit
- Sairaus/ menetys
- fyysinen vamma - terveys - työttömyys 
- Epäonnistuminen parisuhteessa- avioero

Tahot, jotka voivat auttaa itsetunnossa:
- Puuttuu AA-kerho tai Kilta/ 
Mielenterveysjärjestö, jossa voisi olla itsetunnon 
nostatus vaikutus- yhdistykset puuttuu 
mielenterveyspuolelta- väki vähenee pohjoisessa
- Seurakunta ohjelma - käsitöitä
- iso kynnys lähteä terapiaan
- ongelmana kulkeminen paikan päälle
- kykyviisari 
- motivointi - kuntouttava työ - ryhmässä teko
- asiakas vs työntekijäsuhde/ paikkakuntalaisuus 
- perhe ystävät/ harrastukset - monelta puuttuvat 
ne terveet suhteet

Lapsuus/ Kehittyminen
- Myönteisen palautteen puute
- Ei kavereita/  Ei harrastuksia
- Kriittiset vanhemmat eivät 
uskoneet paljon mahdollisuuksiin
- Luki haasteita, joita ei ole 
tunnistettu- ADHD? 
Neuropsykiatriset ongelmat - 
ongelmana, että pitää olla 
selvinpäin sen 6 vko, kuka tekis ja 
kuka maksaisi? 
- Pohjoisessa saamelaiskulttuuri ja 
rankat kokemukset esim. koulusta

Vaikutus:
- Päihteiden käyttö
- Blokkaa itsensä hausta pois - 
sanoo muuta ja haluaa muuta
- Kouluttamattomuus 

Talous- Velkaantuminen

Tuet/ Tulot
- Epäsäännölliset tulot
- Tukien hakematta jättäminen 
velkaannuttaa / eletään kädestä suuhun
- Toimeentulotuen hakeminen vaikeaa  
Kelalta -> jätetään hakematta
-Pienet tulot, yksilötasolla, perheessä

Organisaatiot ja palvelut (-):
Pankki/ Pikavipit/ Ulosotto - poliisi
(+): Velkajärjestely lailla taattu - käräjäoikeus, 
asianajajatoimistot/ Sosiaalitoimisto

Sosiaalipuolen asiakasongelmia
- päihtymystila on helpompi havaita ja mitata 
puhallustestillä
- Miten laki määrittää missä raja menee, kun tehdä 
testi ja poistaa asiakas toiminnasta esim.?
-Työkykyarvion tekeminen haastavaa
- Perheiden tuki: ensi- ja turvakoti - Ranualta 
Rovaniemellä lähin
- Pakkohoidon kriteerit? Voisiko olla höllempi? - 
asiakkaat toivoivat
- Kuntoutumisen MOTIVOINTI muutokseen!

Katkaisukoitoja Minnesota, 
A-klinikka,  
Katkaisuhoitoon tai vieroitushoitoon 
hakeutuminen vaihtelee paikkakunnan mukaan: 
asiakas voi joko itse varata paikan itselleen tai 
hoitoon tullaan kuntien terveys- ja 
sosiaalitoimen tai A-klinikan ohjaamana.

Poliisi
- Vaikka ei ole Ranualla paikkakunnalla, voi 
Rovaniemen poliisi viedä putkaan, puhalluttaa 
ja pidättää.
- Poliisilla tiedossa asiakkaat -ennen paremmin, 
kun oli Ranualla

Typ työ
Tiedonsiirtotyö - järjestelmä
HOX - tiivis yhteistyö
- lääkäri, psykologi, MTT, 
sosiaalitoimi, työllisyyskoordinaatto-
reita, Te-toimisto- TARVITAAN Kelan 
työntekijua TYP-työhön mukaan
- kuntouttava työtoiminta
- psykologin tekemät arviot

Vertaistukea: AA-ryhmä/ Alanon/ Alateen/ 
A-Kilta/ NA/ Irti Huumeista Ry/ Kris/ 
- Vertaistukea omaan ja perheen kuntoutumi-
seen. 
- Toimivat vapaaehtoisperiaattein ja siksi vaikea 
jalkauttaa pieneen kuntaan - miten ratkaista 
asia?
- Virtuaalinen Sosiaali- ja Terveyspalvelukeskus 
antaa neuvontaa internetissä. 
- On myös olemassa muita virtuaalisia sivuja 
kuten päihdelinkki.

Huumeet ja alkoholi 

Huumausaineet ja käyttö
- Päihteiden käyttö alkanut jo 13-vuotiaana
- Käyttää alkoholin lisäksi rauhoittavia ja 
särkylääkkeitä
- Juo päivittäin vähintään 16 annosta
- Kannabiksen käytön hyväksyntä
- Korvikkeita: sinooli, suuvesi, deodorantti, käsidesi  
- aineiden saatavuus helppoa, jopa postitse
- Ranualla ei ole ollut pitkään alkoa ja keskiolutta 
saa vasta vähän aikaa kaupasta
- Kaveriporukassa tulee eri aikaan tuki, joka 
mahdollistaa pitkän ajan juomisen

- suuri riski oppia tupakoimaan
- “Te ette saa nuuskata mutta koska 
kuitenkin nuuskaatte, niin…”
- Ego lisääntyy, ahkeruus ei niinkään
- Opitaan välttämään vastuuta
- Häröt jutut leviävät
- Suuri osa lopettaa armeijan kesken

- Ongelma kiertoon, huono roolimalli/ Ei 
ohjeistusta elämän valintoihin
- Alistava huumori / luonne/ Lapsen kaverit eivät 
uskalla tulla kylään
- Lapselta rahaa/ Painostaa lasta hankkimaan rahaa/  
Ei varaa maksaa harrastuksia
- Luovuutta ei arvosteta/ Tunteita ei kannata näyttää/ 
Korkeakoulutus ei tuettu ajatus

Metsä/ luonto
- kun ollut pitkään työttömänä ei lähde enää kalaan
- metsästysseura - vaikea tulla takaisin, jos kerran 
mennyt pois - kummitoiminta?
- kuinka monella varaa laittaa rahaa kuten 
kantolupaan ja kaikkiin välineisiin
- Kalastusvälineet, lupa - rauhaa
- Perinteiset: metsästys, lupa - rikokset? Maat? 
Oikeudet? Poliisi ottanut aseen pois.

Metsä/ luonto
- osaavat laittaa ruokaa - kalastettu kala
- yhdet harrastavat metsäilyä yksin toiset yhdessä
- Inarissa tärkeää saada kalaa - ei itse kalastus riittävää 
virkistysmielessä - metsästys, sienestys - lisätulon lähde, 
jos ulkomaalaiset poimineet, että marjakiintiö on jo täysi
- ei lähdetä välttämättä luontoon, koska asutaan jo sen 
keskellä 

Tahot
- Kansalaisopiston linja tarjonta: kynnys lähteä, onko tarvetta? epäkykeviä 
päihdeongelman vuoksi, raha, puuttuu auto, on kaukana, sitoutuminen ei 
kiinnosta, liikkuminen/ ongelma markkinointi/ ei tule kotiin postissa (kaikki 
Voittolaiset eivät avaa postia) Inarin välissä tai ei tietokonetta tai älypuhelinta, 
missä seurata - palveluista viestintä - kaupan eteisessä infotaulu?
- Voisiko olla tapa motivoida? Mitä harrastanut aiemmin, voiko tulla takaisin? 
- Onko rahaa välineisiin? Tai kursseihin? Käsityöt, Puukot - Veneet - Uistimien 
teko - arvostava näkökulma
- kylätalo - ennen matalampi kynnys mennä mukaan
- Seurat ukkoutuu/ vanhentuu/ ‘sukupuutto’

Vaikutus/ Sosiaalisuus
- Terveys, itsetunto, osallisuus kylä ym.
- Kenen kanssa? Sosiaaliset suhteet +-
- Kylällä omia kuppikuntia
- puuttuu stemppaava kaveri tai on samassa 
jamassa
- Naapuri kävelymatkan päässä 
- Me henki +- / Keitetään pontikkaa
- hamstereita - takapiha täynnä roinaa 
- kummitoiminta - tuoda takaisin seuraan
- Kuntouttavat harrastukset: liikunta 
- itsetunnon puute lähteä harrastamaan

Harrastuset

Fyysiset oireet
On todettu maksa- ja haimatulehdus juomisen vuoksi
- aivo-neuropsykiatriset haasteet (juotu aivoja pihalle)/ 
Katkokävely

Henkiset oireet
- On ollut useamman kerran katkolla, ratkennut 
aina ryyppäämään
- Ajattelee, että “voi lopettaa heti, kun haluaa”
- Kuivajuominen
- Mielenterveysongelmat, peitetään juomisen 
alle, juominen omaaa lääkitystä ongelmaan
- päihde on oire jostain

Sosiaalivirasto
- Päihteetön päivätoiminta - tarkoituksena 
saada asiakas polulle, jossa voidaan kuntouttaa 
takaisin työhön
- läheisriippuvuuspalvelut - voidaan ostaa 
erikseen, mutta tulevat muilta paikkakunnilta - 
tarvittaessa matkustetaan
- mini-interventio - sosiaali- ja 
terveyspalveluissa - audit

Rikokset ja seuraukset
- Saanut useamman kerran häätöä 
juomisen vuoksi
- Ei ole pystynyt olemaan työelämässä n. 
vuoteen päihteiden käytön vuoksi
- On tullut aviorero päihteiden käytön 
vuoksi, 7 vuotta sitten
- On "poliisin vanha tuttu" ja useasti 
juoppoputkassa
- Pontikankeitto on lailla kiellettyä, mutta 
viiniä voi tehdä ja voittolaiset osaavat 
hyvin homman.
- Kotibilekulttuuri, koska ei baaria (usko) - 
eskaloituuko tilanteet?

Terveysvirasto
-Mielenterveyspalvelut kuten terapia, 
avohoito ja mahdollisesti pakkohoito
- Katko terveyskeskuksessa

Syyt
- Avioero/ Työttömyys/  
Vammautuminen - 
työtapaturma/ Peliriippuvuus/ 
Huume- tai alkoholiongelmat

Menot ja velka
- Säännölliset menot (epäsäännöllisistä tuloista 
huolimatta) -> velkaantuminen
- Velkaantuminen, hävettää
- Velkajärjestely nolottaa
- Ulosotto - nolottaa, omaisuuden 
menettäminen

Itsetunto

Armeija Voitto-Isä

- Sote-uudistuksen tavoitteena on 
kaventaa ihmisten hyvinvointi- ja 
terveyseroja, parantaa palvelujen 
yhdenvertaisuutta ja saatavuutta sekä 
hillitä kustannuksia.
- Valinnanvapaus palveluissa laajenee 
vuosina 2020-2022
- Vuonna 2020 kotimaakunnat ovat 
vastuussa sosiaali- ja terveyspalveluista
- Maakuntauudistusta tarvitaan, koska 
palveluiden saatavuudessa ja laadussa on 
eroja kuntien ja alueiden välillä
- digitaalisuuden kasvu - pysyvätkö Voitot 
mukana?
- tarkoitus lisätä kansalaisille 
mahdollistuuksia osallistua ja vaikuttaa 
https://thl.¬/¬/web/sote-uudistus/

Laki/ Sote uudistus

Perhe (verkostot)- Yksinäisyys

Perhe - Perheen puuttuminen
- Heikentyneet suhteet
- Varhainen Vuorovaikutuksen puute
- Tänään on poissaoleva isä - saappaat 
eteisessä kaveri
- Vanhemman malli
- Ei ole ylläpidettyjä sisaruussuhteita
- Onko parempi olla juoppo kuin 
mielenterveysongelmainen?

Asumisen jumiutuminen
- Iäkkäät vanhemmat hoidettavana, mikä voi olla 
positiivinen, kun on vastuuta tai negatiivinen, kun 
vanhemmat vielä hoitavat ‘lastaan’
- Vanhemmat antavat rahaa, äiti kokkaa ja pyykkää
- Pilkkoo puita/ Pidetää kotia yllä
- Ei ole remonttiin rahaa
-Omaisuus talo - jumiutuminen perinnetaloon, 
perustoimeentulo, turva
- Muilta sisaruksilta vaatimus pitää paikkaa yllä peritilaa
- Puuttuu rohkeus tulla uuteen tai lähteä maalta pois - 
side siihen elämäntapaan

Yhteisöllisyyden puute
- Kiinnittyminen/ vuorovaikutuksen puute
- Kylän vireyden puute - yhteisöllisyyden 
kuihtuminen
- väki vähenee
- ei enään toimi hyvin yhteiskulkeminen 
kylille tai naapuriapu
- oma vanheminen ja oman 
yhteisöllisyyden väheneminen

 Työ
- jollain tapaa valinnut työttömyyden - 
vakiintunut olotila
- tekee pieniä työkokeiluja
- arvostaa enemmän työttömyyttä kuin omaa 
työtä - tekisivät töitä, jos olisi, ettei tarvitsisi 
lähteä - arvostavat enemmän paikallaan 
olemista
- monet ovat vuosia olleet pois, mutta tulleet 
takaisin
- käynti kotiseudulla on jymähdyttänyt 
paikoilleen

Rikokset

Ongelmia
- Poliisi ei ole kunnolla paikalla - tulee 
Rovaniemeltä Ranualle- lisää rikoksia/ apu tulisi 
olla saatavilla 24/7, mutta ei ole/ turvattomuus, 
kun poliisi ei ole saatavilla/ rattijuopumuksessa tai 
putkaan joutumisessa on pieni riski, kun ei ole 
omaa poliisia tai putkaa/ Inarilla poliisi, Ylitorniolla 
yksi poliisipartio - Kolarissa/ Torniossa  lähin
- rikosilmoitus Ranualla tehdään sähköisesti tai 
Rovaniemelle tullen - 10-15 puhelua, että saadaan 
työntekijänä tehtyä
- olemassa rikosaaltoja/ nuorten kokeillut 
lisääntynyt Ranualla, vaikka valtakunnallisesti 
vähentynyt

Syitä
- “murrot” rahoituksiin/ kiristys ja ruokaan-  rahaan 
liittyvät perinnät/ harhojen kautta/ Työttömyys ja 
päihtymystilassa tehdyt

Ehkäisevät palvelut
- seurakunnalta etsivä tiimi
- tänään vähemmän väkeä töissä nuorisodiskoissa 
- nuorisotilat iltaisin pitkään auki - hakusessa 
parempaa, missä voisi rassata mopoja
- etsivä nuorisotyöntekijä - ei öisin jalkautuva
- baari - piilojuomista kotona eli ei julkisen 
kontrollin alla/ kotibileet - ei baarin mies 
laittamassa toppia tai lähettämässä kotiin

Kaupunki - Maaseutu (verkostot)

Henkilökohtaiset 
- Opiskelun mahdollisuus vs. kotoa muutto
(ammattilainen)/ Kouluttautumis mahdollisuudet - onko niitä?
- Leimautumisen haasteet pienellä paikkakunnalla - 
kuntoutumisessa
- pieni paikkakuntaverkosto +-
- Tiedon kulku - mistä tiedon saa?
- ei julkisia kulkuneuvoja - ei uskalleta ajaa kaupungissa/ 
matkakorvausten su-korvaus
- Netin käytön osaamisen haasteet
- Epäonnistumisen pelko - ITSETUNTO
- Toimiminen palveluviidakossa
- Maalla pienet piirit - hidastaa palveluun hakeutumista/ liian 
tuttu työntekijä/ vertaisryhmiä

Kaupungin julkiset palvelut
- Ranuan TE-keskus Roissa - videoyhteys, Virtupiste, puhelin 
- Pankki-  ei voi viedä rahaa/ verkkotunnukset/ digitaali hankalaa/ paperia sijainti ei paikkakunnalla - 
henkilötunnistuspaperi
- Kela auki vain 2pv viikossa/ asiointivaikeudet/ toimeentulotuki HAASTEET/ työllistää paljon 
sosiaalipuolen henkilökuntaa, joka ei kuuluisi heille/ asiakkaan asema heikentynyt
- Ei A-klinikkaa paikkakunnalla tai AA-ryhmiä, A-Kiltaa
- Poliisi ei aina paikalla
- Pienessä paikkakunnassa asiakkaat tunnetaan
- Asiakkaiden kyky pysyä palveluiden kehityksessä mukana/ kiitokaista vs. perinteinen palvelu kasvokkain

Yleiset
- Pitkät välimatkat/ 
Kulkuvaikeudet - Miten 
palveluilla pienentää?
- Trendit kehitys viivellä - 
Palveluiden kehittämisen viive/ 
vireys? 
- sanomalehti ei tule 
viikonloppuisin + paikallislehti 
ei tule postilaatikkoon 
sivukylille
- Luonto ja rauha

- Eronneet vanhemmat lapselle/ Muutto usein
- Alkoholi varhain nuorena ja korostetussa 
asemassa/ Alkoholi ja tupakka ainoita sosiaalisen 
toiminnan välineitä
- Tavallisempaa pidemmät etäisyydet -> ei 
lapsen kavereita lähellä

- Suuri lähde ylimielisyydelle
- Ei koko vuotta
- päiväraha niin pieni, että 
päädytään miinukselle
-Väliinputoaminen/ Ei 
pääsykokeisiin

Lähipalvelut Voitoille

- Ongelmat:Missä elämänvaiheessa?
- Ei ole tiettyä palvelua saatavilla
- Ei pääse ajoissa toimistolle, ei 
kulkuneuvoja
- Ei ohjausta, ei neuvontaa
- Työntekijä huonosti tavoitettavissa 
puhelimella / saati asiakasaikaa
- Palvelun saatavuus
- Ei tietoa palveluista
- Aukioloajat rajoitetut
- Ei puhelinta, ei voi soittaa
- Työntekijöiden vaihtuvuus
- Kynnys hakea palveluita korkealla
- Pelko leimaantumisesta

Sosiaalipalvelut

Epätietoisuus palveluista - asioinnin 
tuki - MARKKINOINTI - Suomi.Fi

- Asiakkaiden kyky pysyä palveluiden kehityksessä 
mukana/ kiitokaista vs. perinteinen palvelu kasvokkain
EI VAIN DIGIÄ - miten heikossa työmarkkina-asemassa 
olevien palvelu toimii silloin?

Meidän keksimä asia esim. marjastus/kalastus? Onko 
Voitolla kiinnostusta? Motivaatio- tienata??

Pelkän peruskoulun varaan jäämisellä on kauaskantoisia 
seurauksia. Vain perusasteen suorittaneiden 
työllisyysaste nousee parhaimmillaankin vain 60 %:iin 

Eri kuntien kesken palveluissa on eroja - pieni vs. iso kunta

Toimiiko aina käytännössä - saavuttaako Voitto-asiakkaat?

Voiko olla sokeapiste? 
Palveluita lapsia 
ajatellen, mutta ei niin 
paljon aikuisia? Lapset 
voivat paremmin, jos 
heidän vanhemmat 
ovat kunnossa.

Palvelujen markkinointi- niistä tietoisuus? Osata 
hakea oikeaa palvelua, ei tule sinun luokse.

Sekoittaa pakkaa kuten Ranualla - tuntuma hyvin mitä 
kaikissa palveluissa tehdään - lähetetään kaikki tekemään 
vähän työtä kaikkien kanssa - ei niin “jäykät työt”. 
Madaltaa asiaakkan kynnystä muihin palveluihin, koska 
työntekijät tulevat. tutuksi”  

Luoda sateenvarjoa - matalalla 
kynnyksellä - mielen hyvinvointi - 
vielä varhaisempi vaihe

Miten saada Voitto vertaistuki tulemaan hänen 
luokse esim. Pp toiminnassa?

MOTIVOINTI - 
KOKONAISUUDESSAAN
Terapia?

SOS + TERV 
YHTEISTYÖ
- työparityö?
- yhteistyötä 
varhaisessa 
vaiheessa
- milloin olisi 
otollista?Pitkä 
katko tai 
masennus?

Miten se toimii tänään? 
Kaupungin sivut? Kuka 
päivittää, vastuu?

On olemassa todella paljon palveluita moneen elämän 
tilanteeseen kouluvaiheessa, mutta kaikki on 
vapaaehtoista. Ei haluta tunnustaa ongelmaa ja pyytää 
apua? Voitaisiinko tehdä kotikäyntejä, jotta puhkaistaisiin 
tätä väliä?

Paljon yhteistä, jos saisi 
alkoholin ja huumeet kuriin niin 
tämäkin voisi olla pienempi

Ovat kytköksissua siihen 
miten hyvin palvelut toimivat 
- voidaan ennaltaehkäistä

Mielenkiintoista tietää kuinka 
monen Voiton syrjäyminen 
alkanut tässä vaiheessa?

Noidankehä

Sosiaalityöntekijät kokevat, 
etteivät voi vaikuttaa

Sosiaalityöntekijät kokevat, 
että voivat vaikuttaaVoimavaroja, toimintakykyä ja 

osallisuutta Lappiin

VOITTO
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Resolution MappingTM 
Resolution MappingTM is similar to scenario mapping as it explores the future of a problem (Horn and We-
ber, 2007; Ramírez & Lang, 2017). In the project Voitto the outcomes of the Resolution MappingTM will be 
the stories of fictive personas. Due to the sensitive nature of the Voitto project it was difficult to involve the 
identified participants in group activities and workshops. Thus, the social workers from each municipality 
will present them as they work with the unemployed and socially isolated men in their usual environ-
ments on a daily basis. To stimulate participation, fictive personas will be used as instruments to stimulate 
storytelling and discussions between the stakeholders. These personas were already created for the Mess 
MappingTM process through the existing knowledge of the municipal representatives from Ylitornio, but 
were reviewed in a workshop, hosted in Rovaniemi, with municipal representatives from Inari and Ranua. 

The storytelling tools that will be used are constructed around representations of past and future scenarios 
of these persona, for example how the person appears now, and how it will appear in the future. Storytelling 
will be used to explore, question and inform how a persona is enabled to overcome challenging and complex 
life situations, such as unemployment or reintegration into society. The journey between the initial persona 
and the later versions may potentially illustrate positive outcomes. Included in the Resolution MapTM will be 
blocks, or steps, that represent themes and ‘pain points’ that were discovered through the Mess MapTM. Each 
block represents actions that should or shouldn’t (represented with a red diagonal strikethrough) happen. 

Figure 4. Resolution MapTM adapted for the Voitto project (adapted from Horn & Weber 2007, p. 22).

IN THE  
BEGINNING...

FROM ITS  
INCEPTION...

LONG  
TIME AGO...

endstate 
persona A

endstate 
persona B

endstate 
persona C

NOW
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The Resolution MapTM (Figure 4) aims to present ideal participant journeys. The user’s journey tool is widely 
used in service design (Baranova, 2016). In this Resolution MapTM the journeys are expected to be complex as 
they may indicate various services that are delivered by public and private organisations and entities. Storytelling 
and performativity will be additional service design tools used to explore and experience different steps in a par-
ticipant’s journey (Sarantou, Kontio & Miettinen, 2018). The narrative function associated with storytelling will 
serve as a ‘sense-making’ process as it has the potential to enable participants and stakeholders to verbalise their 
service experiences and have their voices heard in process development (Kuure & Lindström, 2012). 

Figure 4 illustrates the persona tool developed for the Voitto project to stimulate participation through 
storytelling and performative engagement with stakeholders. This tool illustrates the positive journey that 
will be explored by stakeholders. This tool will serve as a persona map to illustrate life journeys. The first 
persona represents a challenging life scenario, while the second illustrates an improved situation. Indicated 
between the two personas are various actions and options for development that will be discussed and ex-
plored by the stakeholders during the forthcoming workshops.  

Figure 5. The Resolution Mapping tool designed for the Voitto-project by Mari Suoheimo and Joel Saarimaki (2018) (adapted from 
Horn & Weber 2007, p. 22).

The problematic situation  
of an exemplary person
Who is he?
What is his relationship  
with his family?
What is his relationship  
with society?
What are the services he uses?
What are his problems?

Designers create:

The ideal future  
of the exemplary person
Who is he now?
What has happened  
from the family’s perspective?
What has happened from  
the perspective of the society?
What are his services now?
What he is doing right now?

Municipal representatives create (one set per municipality):

RESOLUTION MAPPING

What should happen?
What should happen 
to reach the ideal 
future situation?

What should not happen?
What should not  
happen in order to 
reach the ideal future 
situation?

approximately 10 years
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The primary purpose for using the persona tool, or map, is to enable empathy processes between stake-
holders. Miettinen, Sarantou and Akimenko (2016) explained empathy creation processes as reiterative 
cycles that can be used in any of the service design stages or practice-based research cycles, such as de-
sign research and enquiry, methodological development, concept design, prototyping and implementation 
(Creswell, 2013). The empathy creation process suggests a cycle of the often messy and overlapping phases 
of discovery, immersion, connection (and disconnection), detachment and analysis, followed by the last 
phase, planning, which is needed to proceed with follow-up processes when required (Miettinen, Sarantou 
& Akimenko, 2016). The persona map may be useful in the initial phases of the empathy creation cycle, 
which are discovery and immersion. During these phases reciprocal introduction, storytelling and sharing 
tools (Miettinen, Sarantou & Akimenko, 2016), enable familiarisation between stakeholders. 

It is important that all stakeholders think of themselves as change makers and planners of better futures 
by using their places of work as platforms to achieve these goals, while remaining sensitive towards the 
needs of their customers or end users. The three municipalities reviewed and agreed on the suitability of 
using the same personas in all locations to stimulate participation of the socially isolated men. In Inari a 
group of men were identified that were different from Ranua and Ylitornio. Many of these men moved from 
southern Finland to Lapland to experience peace of mind and the Arctic natural environment. Thus, an 
additional persona was created for this group. These personas aided the creation of the Mess MapTM and 
are expected to so during Resolution MappingTM with the aim to create positive futures for all stakeholders.

CONCLUSION
The Mess MapTM tool used and developed during the Voitto project can create new understanding of cur-
rent scenarios of Voitto clients, while Resolution MappingTM is a potential tool for envisaging new positive 
futures. Maps are agile working tools, while they also are tangible artefacts that facilitate participant en-
gagement. For example, the documented feedback of participants in the Mess MappingTM workshops illus-
trated that their voices have been heard. The participants also felt that the mapping created new insights 
and knowledge about the issues related to long-term unemployment and social isolation, which were the 
wicked problems in question. The sharing of experiences and service knowledge during the mapping pro-
cess was also valued by the stakeholders. When utilising their full potential, maps are sensitive tools that 
offer stakeholders the opportunity to express identities and nonverbal messages about themes and realities 
they deem necessary to address. 

During the Voitto workshops, paper, markers and post-it notes were used to determine the initial themes 
in the project. These tools are used as they often deliver fast and effective results. Through critical obser-
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vation, however, the over-dependence on these usual tools, such as post-it notes in process development, 
can be substituted by more engaging art-based approaches. One example is the use of aesthetic mapping 
as it offers powerful creative strategies that span various disciplines such as visual and performative art 
(Letsiou, 2017; Sarantou, Kontio & Miettinen, 2017). Art-based approaches could be used by service de-
signers in Mess MappingTM as it offers new avenues for powerful visualisation, performance and in-depth 
engagement between stakeholders. 

Art-based activities also enable empathy creation (Miettinen, Sarantou & Akimenko, 2016), especially in 
marginalised contexts where sensitive approaches to community engagement and data collection are need-
ed. In empathy processes, aesthetic map making that draws on mixed disciplines, such as printed, painted 
and illustrated images, or performative arts, offer journeys of discovery and immersion, which are the ini-
tial phases of the empathy creating journey. Art-based approaches to research and development processes 
seek to be democratic, accessible by design. Thus, these approaches are able to facilitate engagement with 
complexities such as sensitive and marginalised contexts. 
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Above: Snowsculpting workshop in Kautokeino in collaboration with Sámi University College. Photo: Tanja Koistinen. 
Left: Tanya Kravtsov,  Silhouettes, 2018, detail of an installation: photography, drawing, video.
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Finding, sharing, creating, implementing  
- participatory design process
Salla-Mari Koistinen

This article describes the overview process of participatory design. Participatory design and different ways 
of encouraging collective creativity are design techniques to frame the problems, as well as, agree goals and 
actions in a dialogical way (Fuad-Luke, 2009). Every process has its own peculiarities and characteristics as 
the contexts change and methods are applied to fit the needs of the projects. The depth of participation can 
also vary during the projects, especially if the project is a long-lasting collaboration with multiple stake-
holders (Harder, Burford & Hoover, 2013). The overall steps, Finding, Sharing, Creating and Implementing, 
can, however, be applied to any project (Figure 1).

In this article, I aim to present the participatory design process in which the design is done in collabo-
ration with designers and non-trained-designers that can also be referred to as co-design (e.g. Sanders 
& Stappers, 2008). I use the term participatory instead of co- as the contexts and methods I often work 
with are sliding from participatory practices of applied visual arts to design quite organically and the 
activities are more process-oriented as goal-oriented. I believe that with a carefully executed process 
with active participants, a goal will be reached and the solutions are more innovative than working with 
just a goal in mind.

Participatory design is usually driven by some design initiative, such as, design agency, design school 
or research group, in comparison to other participatory activities which can be organized by oth-
er professionals. (Manzini & Rizzo, 2011.) Often, the challenges designers address are called wicked 
problems. Those are ill-formulated problems of different systems with many influencing factors and 
with more than one possible solution. (Buchanan, 1992.) It has been studied that it is typical for de-
signers to approach problems (or design challenges) with a solution-focused strategies, rather than 
problem-focused research which is usually the way of researchers from other disciplines (Cross, 2007). 
I claim that to be a distinguishing feature in participatory design process as well if compared to other 
participatory actions. 
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PARTICIPATION FROM WORKPLACES TO OTHER SYSTEMS
Participatory design has evolved to be the area of expertise in design since the early 1970s. Partici-
patory design started as movement towards democratization and joint decision-making in Scandina-
vian workplaces as the new technologies brought different strategies and need of skills to worklife. 
An important standpoint became to be that those affected by design should have a say in the design 
process. (Binder, De Michelis, Ehn, Jacucci, Linde & Wagner, 2014.) Nowadays participatory design 
has spread out from the workplaces to variety of social and technological contexts. It still carries the 
strong emphasis on participants having a meaningful role as equals and strong emphasis on design 
being creative and proactive activity. 

Other collaborative design strategies, that are sometimes used as synonymous, are co-design and co-crea-
tion, as well as, user-centred design to some extent. These approaches, that have their own emphasises in 

Figure 1. Koistinen, Salla-Mari: Steps of participatory design placed on Elizabeth Sanders’ and Pieter Jan Stappers’ figure of co- 
design process. The original figure is published in Elizabeth B.-N. Sanders and Pieter Jan Stappers (2008) Co-creation and the new 
landscapes of design, Co-Design, 4:1, 5-18. 
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the ways of participation and in the contexts, have now started to influence each other. (Sanders & Stap-
pers, 2008.) Influencing processes to participation in design and collective creativity are also the methods 
of action research and participatory action research (Bannon & Ehn, 2013) as well as, socially engaged art 
and social design (Miettinen, Huhtamaa & Kontio, 2016). At the University of Lapland especially, also art-
based action research (Jokela, Hiltunen & Härkönen, 2015) and applied visual arts with its place- and con-
text-specific approach (Jokela, Coutts, Huhmarniemi & Härkönen, 2013) bring new contexts, viewpoints 
and variety of practices to the field of participatory design.

DESIGNER DOES WHAT DESIGNERS DO
In design approaches where everyone designs and creativity is a collaborative effort the roles can get 
mixed-up and change throughout the design process. Designers are needed in participatory design to 
explore and keep track on topics, tools and methods that encourage the creative process in non-de-
signer participants. Designers are also skilled in visual thinking, finding relevant information when it is 
complex and incomplete, as well as, designers are trained to conduct creative processes. (e.g. Sanders & 
Stappers, 2008.) 

Design done in participatory mindset has become a democratized decision-making process with a wide 
range of participants, so it serves the process if the designer embraces the nature of design being the catal-
izer of change. This can mean that the designer takes an activist role on behalf of society and environment. 
(Fuad-Luke, 2009.) Especially now when the design profession consists of many areas of expertise, the 
ones working outside commercial design are in key position to find sustainable ways of practice and make 
choices for the future (Margolin, 1997).

FINDING
Finding in participatory design is recognizing the design challenge but also finding the stories of place and 
people. Mapping of physical elements of place, as well as, investigating resources and potential stakehold-
ers are a starting point for designers in participatory design process. Collecting and analysing best practices 
and promising cases are phases of investigation and finding the useful strategies for the upcoming design 
process. (Manzini & Rizzo, 2011.) Finding and sharing are in the ‘fuzzy front end’ as Elizabeth Sanders and 
Pieter Jan Stappers (2008) describe the design process (see figure 1, page 71).

Stage of finding is crucial for the designer to grasp the complexity of localness and understanding the 
context so that the design process will meet the goals of sustainability (Thackara, 2005). When finding the 
locality and setting the goal for sustainability, I encourage the designer to rely, emphasize and execute the 
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expertise on materials, visuality and processes, as well as, “reading skills” of visual culture s/he holds as a 
professional. 

For finding the experiences of participants and locality, it is possible to use methods of data collection, such 
as Design Probes (e.g. Mattelmäki, 2006; Gaver, Dunn & Pacenti, 1999), or apply approaches of place-spe-
cific community and environmental art to map the socio-cultural place (Jokela, Hiltunen, Huhmarniemi & 
Valkonen, 2006). Other useful tools, such as design ethnography and behavioural mapping can be found for 
example in Bruce Hanington’s and Bella Martin’s (2012) Universal Methods of Design. 100 Ways to Research 
Complex Problems, Develop Innovative Ideas, and Design Effective Solutions. Hanington and Martin also 
guide, on a practical level, for literature review and triangulation which are suitable for finding the best 
practices and design strategies, beside studying the locality, community and place.

SHARING
The next step is to develop the possibility for stakeholders to share their experiences, stories, hopes and 
dreams, as well as ideas. The aim of this phase is to facilitate participants to express their backgrounds and 
visions related to context, and also to encourage interaction in a way that makes sharing of tacit knowledge 
possible as well. For this phase too, tools are one option to facilitate the expertise of people to focus on the 
design challenge (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).  

Design games (e.g. Brandt, 2006; Vaajakallio, 2012) and Make Tools (e.g. Sanders, 2002) are structured 
ways of working. Lighter concepts of sharing experiences, ideas and visions, can be, for example Day in 
the life, Personas or Expectation maps, Idea generation and Contextual interviews (van Dijk, Raijmak-
ers & Kelly, 2011). There are plenty of literature which can be used for inspiration of techniques for the 
phase of sharing. Marc Stickdorn’s and Jakob Schneider’s (2011) This is Service Design Thinking: Basics - 
Tools - Cases, Robert Curedale’s (2013) Service Design: 250 essential methods, and Juha Tuulaniemi’s (2011) 
Palvelumuotoilu to name a few. Also internet-sites, such as Service Design Tools- Communication methods 
supporting design process (http://www.servicedesigntools.org/taxonomy/term/1), Design Kit (http://www.
designkit.org) and Service Design Toolkit (http://www.servicedesigntoolkit.org) provide useful tools with 
instructions for sharing and developing the ideas. (Figure 2)

The preliminary phases, finding and sharing, of the process are aiming to determine what is to be designed 
and to explore whether the concentration is on a product, an interface, a service or a building or something 
else (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). Finding and sharing develop regional expertise, co-research and a sense of 
community, which are required for reinforcing sustainable development of the area (Jokela, 2013).
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Figure 2. City plans, images and toys are one example of tools that are useful in sharing the experiences and visions with other par-
ticipants. Tangible material also help to envision the desired future solutions for the challenges. Image: Salla-Mari Koistinen, 2012.

Figure 3. The ideas and conversations were placed on the outline of tourism service that was based on the eight seasons in Lapland. It is 
easy to continue planning when the ideas are documented and shared with others. In this example of designing tourism service, the partic-
ipants represented different fields and the systems of a hotel and a restaurant met the working style of artists so it was important to have 
a documentation of the ideas to which anyone could get back to at any point of designing. Image: Salla-Mari Koistinen, 2012.

CREATING
When the design challenge has gotten clear(er) by first two phases, it is time to start creating options for 
solutions. The design challenge or its parts will most likely get more defined still during the creation of 
solutions. For the phase of creation, designer can make use of tools and techniques that clarify the ideas, 
as well as, transforms conversations and discoveries into something tangible (figure 3). Sketches, proto-
types, mock-ups, models and scenarios mediate visions to others and make the ideas testable (Koskinen, 
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Zimmerman, Binder, Redström & Wensveen, 2011; see also Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011; Hanington & 
Martin, 2012; Curedale, 2013).

In the phase of creation it is possible to test the solutions before actual use. The approach in this step can also be 
described as design-by-doing, as it requires active form-giving, reflection and evaluation that is followed by new 
cycles of form-giving, reflection and evaluation.The suggestions for solutions become more refined during every 
cycle. (e.g. Bannon & Ehn, 2013.) The form-giving in this is thought widely and it can mean creating outlines or 
concepts for interfaces or services, besides designing physical forms for products. (Figure 4)

Prototypes and mock-ups help the participants see the possible solutions and make sense of the future. 
Generative toolkits, such as sets of strings, balls, Legos, plastic tubes, etc. can encourage the participants 

Figure 4. In the north, it is easy to test the outlines and scale of ideas with natural materials. Here the group is designing an artwork 
for which it was important to see the size needed for the artwork and find ways for construction machines to come on the ice and 
clear the snow. Image: Salla-Mari Koistinen, 2012.
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create the design suggestions. (Brandt, Binder & Sanders, 2013.) Physical props combined with digital 
toolkits, such as web-camera and projector can help to visualize, stage and to design-in-action experiences, 
services and products in a way in which anyone can add up or get inspired on the ideas of others (Miettin-
en, Rontti, Kuure & Lindström, 2011). For creating, testing and refining the designs together, one opportu-
nity is to use laboratories and spaces, such as Service Innovation Corner (SINCO) of University of Lapland.

IMPLEMENTING
Implementation is the step during which the outcomes of preliminary phases are brought into practical 
level and into use of participants or stakeholders. If the participatory design happens in short time-frame 
and the designer cannot do a follow-up of the implementation and every-day use of the solution, the im-
portant challenge is to find ways to secure that design is realistic and fits for purpose and suits for whom it 
is intended. (Brandt, Binder & Sanders, 2013.).

Implementation is one of the most critical phases of the participatory design process, as it pushes the de-
sign initiatives to action. It is hoped that the design project will go to use and continue to develop further 
after the process by the stakeholders and potentially new stakeholders (Bjögvinsson, Ehn & Hillgren, 2012). 
To truly set the trigger for the design process to become a solution for everyday life, it is important to agree 
on responsibilities. In the implementation stage, at latest, it should be clear, who does, what does, when 
does and with what resources.

FINAL WORDS 
As I noted in the beginning, every participatory design process has its own characteristics. The multiple re-
sources for different tools and techniques give a starting point for creating the outlines of the processes but 
often the designer needs a toolbox from which s/he can apply methods if the process takes an unexpected 
turn. Proper preparation of the designer is a key element and ensures that the process stays solution-fo-
cused instead of it getting stuck in problems.

The role of the design-professional may vary from researcher and facilitator to visual communicator and 
final form-giver throughout the process as the participants produce data with their actions, are co-design-
ing suggestions for solutions and take responsibilities in implementation. Currently sustainability is one of 
the most important aspects in design challenges and if the process seems to ignore any part of ecological, 
social, cultural or economical sustainability, I recommend that the designer utilizes hers or his abilities to 
deal with wicked problems in order to bring those viewpoints to the process.
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For the phases when working with others in a participatory design process, I believe it is efficient to em-
phasize the visuality, as well as embodied techniques, and practicality. The tools that are introduced in the 
literature and online, are often visually informative, and they encourage participants to imagine, visualize 
and act out scenarios, scenes and solutions in such a way that the experiences can be shared with other 
participants. For preparation, documentation, research and designer’s own use it is relevant to use notes 
and other written material.
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The bridge: Ten towers, ten stories 
Tanya Kravtsov  

“The bridge: Ten towers – ten stories” is an environmental art project, which was developed as a part of 
YMA  – Ympäristötaidetta matkailun alueille (Environmental Art for Tourism), a collaborative project 
between the University of Lapland’s Faculty of Art and Design, the Artist’s Association of Lapland, and 
four Lapland tourism enterprises and organizations. The main focus of the YMA project is to increase the 
use of environmental art in nature tourism destinations and in development of tourist services, producing 
high-quality nature tourism environments. (YMA project plan 2014-2020) 

The participants of the project were from various backgrounds, which created a fruitful team work with 
creative ideas and interesting discussions. Three team members were involved in the development of 
“The bridge: Ten towers – ten stories” project: an artist Tuuli Seppälä, a master student of Art Education 
Paula Sepponen, and me – a master student in Arctic Art and Design. Project’s supervisors from the 
University of Lapland were: Timo Jokela - professor of art education, Christa Haataja – project manager 
in YMA project, Elina Härkönen – supervisor of the “Project Management” course in Arctic Art and De-
sign Master Program (AAD). We had meetings once in two weeks to share visual and reading materials, 
discuss and plan next steps. We also had a possibility to visit the place of the planned project three times 
during the year. We experienced the atmosphere in different seasons, collected visual materials and met 
the owner Päivikki Palosaari, who gave us information regarding the concept of the place, future plans 
and visions.   

“The bridge: Ten towers – ten stories” project took place in experience village Tonttula - Elves Hideaway, 
which is located in Köngäs village, at the river bank of Ounasjoki, eight km from Levi Center, Lapland. 
Surrounded by gloomy forest, the place offers the visitors to experience Lappish culture and nature. The 
attractions and activities are based on stories, fantasy, culture and mythology of Lapland. 

The aim of the project was to develop a concept for a walking bridge constructed of ten towers, leading the 
customers from the second floor of the Restaurant Tonttula to the magical forest, where the customers will 
walk through a tunnel, to the most secret place of elves, the hidden huts. Each tower of the bridge tells a story 
about local traditions, natural materials, and handicrafts. We aimed to create multi-sensuous experiences 
with learning elements, which connected to local culture and brings an additional aesthetic, cultural and 
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commercial values to the place. The design of the concept was based on literature and visual research and 
aimed to harmonize with the environment in both conceptual and visual levels, connecting past and present. 

After collecting visual inspirations and making a research about the place, local traditions, and natural mate-
rials, we planned ten themes for the towers: gate keeper, sauna, soft materials (Finnish rug – ryijy), hard ma-
terials (stones and metal), carving, forest, fishing and hunting, reindeer, himmeli, and sun symbols. (figure 1) 
The bridge is constructed of two levels: ground level with a space for a storage or a craftsman studio, and the 
upper level – the main walking path through the towers. The tasks were divided between the team members, 
my part in the project was to plan and design four towers of ten: himmeli, carving, forest, and sauna. 

The sauna tower represents the concept of Finnish sauna as a symbol of a national identity. “For us the sauna 
is much more that a place for washing, however; it is the home of very many of our traditional customs and 
believes.” (Eronen, 2007, p.20) The forest tower represents the importance of the forest for Finnish people in 
both spiritual and physical levels. “Finnish life in the old days meant living in communion with the forest. The 
forest was the Finn’s world; it was there that he cleaned the land to farm and caught game, and from it he took 
the raw material for his buildings and implements…The forest was also a sphere for imagination, peopled 
by the creatures of fairytale, fable, myth and superstitions.” (Pallasmaa, 1987, p.16) The carving tower tells a 
story about wood and traditional handicraft – carving; representing the technique, carving tools and wood-
en objects of everyday use, giving the possibility to observe the craftsman working in his studio downstairs. 
(figure 2) Since ancient times, possessing the skills of wood work was important for Finnish man, because 
“the whole life was wood: buildings and means of transport, tools and traps, furniture and children’s toys”. 
(Pallasmaa, 1987, p.16) The Himmeli tower represents the traditional Finnish decoration made of straw. The 
tower has two spaces: the upper space shows the history of Himmeli, raw material and other objects made of 
straw in a traditional way; the downstairs space can be used as a studio, where the visitors can participate in 

Figure 1. Sketch of the ten towers. Tanya Kravtsov, 2018.
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Figure 2. Sketches and scale model of the carving tower and some elements of inside decoration. Tanya Kravtsov, 2018.   
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a workshop and learn to make the basic shape of Himmeli, experience the atmosphere and purchase a set of 
materials. Since the project was dealing with creating a new attraction for visitors, user-centred approach has 
been kept in mind and applied in the designing process. As an example, the prototyping workshop of himmeli 
tower concept in SINCO laboratory gave new perspectives and added valuable data for the project. (figure 3) 
SINCO is a prototyping laboratory, equipped with technology-aided tools and interactive environment for 
participatory experience prototyping, located in the Faculty of Art and Design in the University of Lapland.

In the project we aimed to create new experiences with learning elements, which connected to local culture 
and nature, bringing an additional aesthetic and commercial values to the place. The result of the project is 
a plan, with visualized ideas (sketches and scale models) and written description, which can be realized in 
the future. The whole project was a learning experience, which included place-based research, visualization, 
working in a team with different stakeholders, and development of the project using design cycling process 
of work. The project is an example of collaborative work between Art and Design field and the industry of 
Tourism, which is beneficial for both fields, providing a great platform for innovative, and creative ideas.  
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Figure 3. Sinco prototyping. Image: Elina Härkönen, 2018.
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Embracing multiculturalism through art based 
workshops: quantizing qualitative data
Moira Douranou

WHO
Deeply inspired by American singer, songwriter, pianist, arranger and activist in the Civil Rights Move-
ment, Nina Simone’s Interview from the movie - Nina Simone: Great Performances - Live College Concerts 
& Interviews, I found myself related to her definition of an artist as follows:

“ An artist’s duty, as far as I am concerned, is to reflect the times. I think that is true of painters, sculptors, 
poets, musicians.. As far as I am concerned it’s their choice, but I choose to reflect the times and the situ-
ations in which I find myself, that to me is my duty. And at this crucial time in our lives, when everything 
is so desperate, when every day is a matter of survival, I don’t think you can help but be involved. Young 
people, black and white know this, that’s why they are so involved in politics. We will shape and mold 
this country, or it will not be molded and shaped by anymore. So I don’t think you have a choice, how can 
you be an artist and not reflect the times? That to me is the definition of an artist.”
(Nina Simone, Interview from the movie - Nina Simone: Great Performances - Live College Concerts & Interviews)

Although a designer myself, at this crucial time we find ourselves once again, Simone’s words are as timely as 
ever, regardless the field of expertise. Design has had its own share of failures, such as claims to solve the ref-
ugee crisis by building better tents, (Koskinen et al., 2011, p.101) while at the same time, the world-renowned 
architect Frank Genry in his interactive architecture and design course from the online education platform 
MasterClass claims that “most of our cities are built with such a faceless glass along-way for economies and not 
for humanities”, concluding that “whatever you do, promise me, that every project you make or design, you will 
take the risk of doing something for humanity”. Baca (1995) claims that every inch of urban space is swallowed 
by skyscrapers and privatized into the so-called public space of shopping malls and corporate plazas (p.132) 
while previously had raised the question “What shall we choose to memorialize in our time?”(p.131)

WHAT
“MY STAGE / MUN STAGE”, was an art based workshop supporting bi-directional social integration of 
young women in Finnish Lapland. The project has been running as a participatory design workshop where 
women from different cultural backgrounds have been sharing and creating collectively a story of their 
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past, present and future in Finnish Lapland. The workshop was organized under the umbrella of the “Art 
Gear 2016-2019” project (Hiltunen, Huhmarniemi, Ylikorva, & Laitinen, 2016-2019); a series of art based 
research workshops aiming to bring people together, share ideas and personal stories, develop friendships 
and empower both foreign and locals to face the constantly changing world we are living in.

We hold six sessions in which, five to ten women with an age average from twenty to sixty year old, from 
Middle East, Latin America, Southern and Northern Europe attended. Through the sessions, different art 
and design methods were used such as visual representations, expectation maps, storytelling and writing, 
enacting and body-storming and the method of Play-back theatre.

WHERE
The workshop, took place in Jokkakulma, monitoimitila, in Rovala 5, 96100 Rovaniemi, Finland, as one 
of the courses offered for students who were studying in Rovala during autumn ‘16. Rovala-College is an 
adult educational institution, which provides education and vocational training, as well as open-university 
education.

WHY
Multiculturalism is a term widely used the latest decades through social media, due to the current unstable 
social and political situation in different parts of our world, which lead people to flee away their countries 
seeking for a new homeland. Multiculturalism is currently highly associated with settlement policies such 
as social integration, cultural assimilation and racial segregation. A Chinese thinker and social philosopher 
once said that human beings are drawn close to one another by their common nature, but habits and cus-
toms keep them apart (Confucius, 511BC-479BC). Migration is and always has been the main reason why 
culture and livelihoods evolved, therefore, if we are willing to find ourselves peacefully living together, we 
must find ways to interact, communicate, share and exchange information. Future predictions demonstrate 
a continuously evolve between cultures and languages as well as a merge between educational fields and 
design approaches (Baca, 1995; Jokela & Coutts, 2014) thus, multiculturalism is a major focus of research. 
Because migration creates culturally different groups of people who evolve either in working places or in 
their daily life routine, it is important to find ways to deal with the challenges multiculturalism unfolds. 
One way to investigate, deal and aim to achieve healthy multicultural societies is taking part in art and 
design projects aiming to achieve bi-directional social integration. As Robert L. Peters said, design is able 
to create culture, which is able to shape values, aiming that the values created are the ones which can de-
termine the future.
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This study aimed to contribute the studies done considering multiculturalism in the intersection of social scienc-
es and the field of art and design. The conceptual framework investigated the themes of design management, art-
based workshop and representation graphs of a qualitative to quantitative research evaluation, within the aim of 
embracing multiculturalism. In order to achieve an as diverse as possible research outcome, three different ways 
of evaluation were implemented: a visual, a physical and an oral quetionnaire which together with the field notes, 
a visual diary and audio & video recordings, ended in a rich material to be analyzed.

Figure 1. Participatory workshop session - Visual representations, December 2016. Image: Moira Douranou, 2016.

Figure 2. Participatory workshop session - Body-storming & Play-back theatre, November 2016. Image: Moira Douranou, 2016.

Figure 3. Participatory workshop session - Storytelling & writing, November 2016. Image: Moira Douranou, 2016.

Figure 4. Implementation of the visual questionnaire, December 2016. Image: Moira Douranou, 2016.
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EVALUATIVE / REFLECTIVE COMMENT
“The more stories i hear, the more common things i found. We are all, so much the same.” 
Field notes, workshop session 30.11.2016

Considering the participants and myself as one of them, I repeat my questions that arose through my par-
ticipation during the whole process. I think they are questions that arose in other art based workshops as 
well, and together artists and researchers, as well as anyone involved in the organization of such projects, 
should be aware of, before planning:

1. Why someone should leave their duties, personal life, job, studies to come to the workshop, if we cannot 
persuade them that, what we will do is important enough for them to spend their time with us?

1. What can actually someone gain out of our workshop? 

1. How could we attract people to join us? Should we firstly think what they can gain back and use this as 
the main marketing tool thinking not forward, but backwards?

1. Should we instead of asking people “What can they do”, support the workshop as: “What they want to 
learn how to do”?

1. With whom we would like to work with?

1. How can we give value to what we do in other means than money?

If I would like to summarize the general outcome of this “My stage / Mun stage” workshop, I would use the 
following statements of two participants during the workshop session on 14.12.2016:

P1: “ I am afraid that people see I am a foreigner and immediately they do not like me. I avoid interact 
with customers at work, but after being here I feel more confident ”.

P2: “ I have no clue how the practices here could benefit me in my studies or work ”.

The “Participant 1” could be characterized as the ideal persona, this art based workshop supporting inte-
gration of young women, could possibly have. A person who, unconsciously through the art practices, gets 
integrated in the social life, gets empowered as a person and an employee; while the “Participant 2” could 
be characterized as the ideal future target and as an open challenge for the Faculty of Art and Design to 
approach, get involve, and persuade that art based methods are useful and valuable and can be applied in 
all the aspects of our life.
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Art based process recognizes process not just product (Leavy, 2009). I strongly believe art based workshops 
can develop our personality and awake our consciousness. Time spend in such workshops is extremely 
valuable as a process aiming towards understanding ourselves and the world around us, and as such a time 
must be seen and recognized. 

Being part of this project was a challenging, yet rewarding experience. The challenges and obstacles I faced 
from the beginning of the first phase until the very last workshop session considered the language barrier 
and general communication both among the team group as well as among the participants. I coped every 
obstacle as a challenge to educate and practice myself and for that purpose: I participated in three lectures 
referring to intercultural communication both in theory and practice, I took part in a life drawing work-
shop in order to create my visual diary during the workshop sessions and I presented my work during the 
workshop to several different audiences in order to get feedback and insights, since my willingness was to 
create a commonly understandable visual and written report. 

As an interpretative researcher in a performative art workshop, the knowledge of the Finnish language 
might not sound as a mandatory requirement, however, without the English explanation from the artist, 
Anne Niskala, I would not have been able to follow the instructions during the sessions, and without the 
English interpretation from the social work researcher, Enni Mikkonen, I would not have been able to have 
the oral questionnaire as presented in this written form. Art based workshops differ, and in this performa-
tive art workshop a level of understanding of the finnish language would be extremely useful, since theatre 
practises demand the ability to express yourself not only physically, but also orally in order to share experi-
ences. Another challenge I faced during the workshop sessions was the multitask role I had, however, han-
dling different tasks and roles, gave me the opportunity to always have a holistic view of the process as well 
as keep a highly detailed report of what has happened. Considering the exchange of skills and information, 
I did learn a lot from both the artist, Anne Niskala, and the social work researcher, Enni Mikkonen. I think 
the participation of the social work researcher created a healthy competition between the ethnographic 
and the interpretative research. Moreover, I believe the difference in the levels of the research was valuable 
and, I highly recommend in future projects the combination of master and phd level research; through the 
collaboration, integration of the fields can happen, exchange of working skills and healthy competition that 
can lead in qualitative work and research. 

These project studies have been an important source of information for me, a practice on my previous skills 
and an opportunity to develop my understanding in ways I could not imagine myself before. Being such a 
challenging project, led to such valuable results and quality work I am proud to talk about and share.
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Waste to value
Anu Corin

“Waste to value” –is a collaborative project between Westenergy and University of Lapland, and part of my 
project studies, included in the Master’s programme of Arctic Art and Design. The aim of the project was 
to develop the visitor experience for Westenergy, through creating a ‘conversation piece’ exhibited in the 
energy plants facilities.

Westenergy is a modern Waste-to-energy plant located in the municipality of Mustasaari in Western Fin-
land and it is an important part of the areas waste management system, utilising source separated, non-re-
cyclable and combustible waste into energy. Electricity and district heating is produced in cooperation with 
Vaasan Sähkö Oy, through using the steam produced in the plant. Compared to a landfill, the combustion 
of waste releases significantly less CO2. Westenergy’s WtE -plant has been operating since 2012 and it is 
owned by 5 municipal waste management companies. The stakeholders cover together 50 municipalities 
with over 400 000 inhabitants.

The ‘conversation piece’ was created collaboratively in the form of a workshop together with an invited 
elementary school class. In the workshop, we were collaboratively making miniature models of the energy 
plants different elements, by using waste material. While creating we were discussing what is happening 
in the energy plant and what is waste. The workshop was organized in Westenergy’s facilities and included 
a tour in the energy plant. A documentation in the form of a photo series is exhibited as a story in Wes-
tenergy’s window. It highlights collaborations, existing and future ones and discusses the role of creative 
industry in communicating and creating transparency, while pointing out that there is great value in the 
educational work, which is already happening in the energy plant.

The project was created on Westenergy’s initiative to collaborate with students from the field of cul-
ture and arts. Having had several collaborations done in the past together with engineering students, 
the field of culture offered new opportunities and aspects to the company’s communication and edu-
cational work.

According to the company’s Health, Safety & Communications Officer, there is a lack of understanding 
about what a WtE-plant is and about the different responsibilities in the waste management system. There-
fore, the aim was to try to open a discussion about attitudes to waste, while investigating our relationship 
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to material and try to understand the material flow of our society and role of a WtE-plant in the whole 
waste management system. Though the initial aim was to research attitudes, the project ultimately lead to 
developing the context for future collaborations and discussions – What could and should be discussed? 
How, why and where? The process-based approach is combined with object-based traditions, researching 
the role of participation and creativity when it comes to understanding the material world.

Through exploring the meaning of seeing, making and sensing for the purpose of learning and understand-
ing, the project was opening new ways of communicating and understanding their visitors and customers. 
The project also contributed to the energy plants transparency efforts, which is apparent in seeking new 
opportunities to create a dialogue with their customers through unconventional methods.

The process has given me experience in how to manage a project from beginning to end. Besides improv-
ing management skills, it has deepened my own understanding of my surrounding. It lead to an insight 
that the relationship to material, objects and environment is deeply individual and personal. Our envi-
ronment consists of natural and processed materials, complicated systems and an increasing amount of 
waste. However, because most people don’t see the entire material flow, people tend to fail to follow the 
environmental impact, which leads to a lack of understanding and sense of responsibility. To create a 
better relationship to the environment, I think it is important to highlight that we are not outside of our 
manmade structures.

Figure 1. School group first visiting the factory and then working on energy plants models in the workshop. Images: Anu Corin, 2017.
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The Art path of Enontekiö
Huang Liu and Juho Hiilivirta

The Art path of Enontekiö, ‘Enontekiön taidepolku’ is a series of environmental and community-based art 
events in Enontekiö in Finnish Lapland. The art events are connected to the local stories of Enontekiö and 
realized together with local people and art students from the University of Lapland. The idea of an ‘art path’ 
was introduced when the idea of a place to showcase their art came from among the locals. Soon the idea 
was transformed into action.

The concept was developed by Arctic Art & Design program students Juho Hiilivirta and Huang Liu with 
guidance of Elina Härkönen and Timo Jokela. The project ideas were then further developed in cooperation 
with the municipal mayor of Enontekiö and local actives.

Through environmental and community events, the project aims to develop the attractiveness of the 
area in order to raise the awareness of the uniqueness of Enontekiö. The art path encourages creative 
movement and engagement with artists, researchers and municipality participants by expanding un-
derstanding of making art together. As a long-term impact, this project builds up the identity of the 
community by involving locals in co-operation, co-creating their own environment and by encouraging 
them to use their artistic skills and knowledge in the process. Besides, The result of the project not only 
benefits the local people but also the tourists from all over the world. It also has potential to develop the 
local economy.

The first stage of the art path took place in Hetta, a village of Enontekiö. Hetta which is located in the north-
west part of Finnish Lapland. The place of the art event was determined together with the local actives. The 
workshop was called ‘Fox was here’. According to a Finnish folk tale, the fox is running through the forest, 
swiping snowy hillocks with its tail. The particles are flying off into the sky creating the northern lights. 
This constantly shapeshifting mythical fox has left abstract tracks in Hetta. The work was done by walking 
on snow with the help of snowshoes (see Figure 1). 

The second stage for the art path took place in an another village of Enontekiö, called Vuontisjärvi. Accord-
ing to a local story over a hundred years ago, a farmer called Rovan Niku wanted to increase his harvest by 
artificially flooding his meadow. He started digging a ditch towards a currently flooding Vuontisjärvi lake. 
However, the ditch made the water burst and suddenly a new strong river was running wildly. Due to the 
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event, the surface of Vuontisjärvi lake had fallen several meters and now the place has a large sandy beach 
in the area. ‘The Haasio of Memories’ was a temporary environmental artwork, made on top of the sandy 
beach to recall the actions of Rovan Niku. 

Our part of the project was carried out in one year, from Autumn 2016 until Autumn 2017. We produced a 
final documentary video of the two workshops  and the video was shown in a local art festival called ‘Täyen 
kuun taithessa’. The community members had highly appreciate it. We believe that the art path has already 
gained some popularity among people and has a good change to reach the heart of every villager in Enon-
tekiö, just like Enontekiö reached ours during the project.

Figure 1. A rope was a big help to make perfectly round circles. Image: Juho Hiilivirta, 2017.

Figure 2. Old wooden hay poles were used for the traditionally built structure called ‘haasio’ and hay and willow for the decorations 
Image: Huang Liu, 2017.
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SNOW ENGAGEMENT - Snow-Sculpting Workshop 
with the School Children from Raanujärvi
Valerie Wahlroos

COOPERATIVE WORK
My name is Valerie Wahlroos and I am a Master student in the Programme Arctic Art and Design at the 
University of Lapland. With the help of two Art Education students, Verna Penttilä and Josefiina Jokiaho, 
I planned, developed and realised the project „Snow Engagement“. Supervisor Elina Härkönen, University 
teacher Antti Stöckell and Antti-Jussi Yliharju supported and helped me with my ideas but main and im-
portant collaboration partner has been the Raanujärvi School and the 15 great school children who were 
participating in the project.

IMPORTANT CONTENTS
The snow sculpting workshop overall was developed for the school children to experience a fun, exciting 
and especially instructive time with snow as a material. The three-day workshop started with a little insight 
into Raanujärvis’ early hunting livelihood with the topic of hunted animals in the past, continued with two 
days of intensive snow sculpting and ended with a celebration event in the evening. The „Snow Engage-
ment“ project combined history knowledge, teamwork, decision making, handicraft, working with natural 
materials, promotion, creativity, logical thinking and three dimensional understanding. 

When developing the workshop idea, focus point has also been, possible ways of how to approach and get 
the rest of the Raanujärvi community interested in a further project concerning the previous mentioned 
hunting history. 

VENUE
Raanujärvi belongs to the municipality of Ylitornio and is situated about 60km northwest from Rovaniemi, 
it is an old village where its past inhabitants were Forrest Sámi who lived from fishing, forestry, berry pick-
ing and reindeer hunting and husbandry. The history of this area can be still seen and experienced at several 
hunting pit locations which led to the topic of hunted animals for the sculpting. The Raanujärvi school is 
very small with only 15 pupils from the age of 6 to 12. 
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Figure 1. The snow sculpting workshop started with sketching and small scale modeling the sculptures. The sculpting lasted 
two days and was finalised by a snow sculpting exhibition. Images: Valerie Wahlroos, 2017.
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Figure 2. Images: Valerie Wahlroos, 2017.
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PROJECT NEEDS
The school children of Raanujärvi being artists, not audience who learn and enjoy art through experience, 
a community getting closer to their own identity, creating feelings of inclusion, belonging, pride and hap-
piness where the key theories for my project idea.

When planning to involve the villagers in a further project, I would like to get them motivated in working 
together on a topic that regards and should interest everyone. Ancient hunting and herding places had been 
the contemporary herders’ past, are still their present and will be their future. To get more attention from 
the majority of the community, starting point was, to give the children an insight to their early livelihood 
which concentrated on their past local hunting culture. 

END RESULT
There have been three major points, that lead to the success of the „Snow Engagement“ project. A great 
collaboration among the project team, committed and enthusiastic participants as well as a simple and flex-
ible project plan and timetable. Raanujärvi school, our cooperation partner, surprised us with unique and 
talented participants. The children have shown great group working attitude, motivation, and creativity 
which in the end could be seen at the celebration evening on the last day of the project. They astonished us 
all with six fantastic animal sculptures, a full furnished sauna and two snow graffiti walls.

What I learned from the project was that it is important to offer our children more often the environment, 
time and possibility to be creative and they will astonish us with a richness of ideas and create a whole new 
world.

During the snow sculpting exhibition, I also had the feeling of being understood, heard and known by the 
villagers. People have been speaking to me about the project but also about their knowledge of the hunting 
history. This made me realise how important it is to approach an unknown community slowly without 
pressure or commitment to gain their trust and attention. All in all, a good start to continue my future 
project with hopefully many participants form Raanujärvi. 
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A Winter playground project
Maiko Ikeuchi

My project was an environmental design project, the aim was to design and build a playground with snow 
and ice in Tonttula, Kittila. The playground was intended for the many family tourists that visit the place 
during the Arctic winter.

The main idea behind of this winter art project was to entice more visitors from Finland and abroad to 
Finnish Lapland. In addition, it was for the tourists to get to know the climate of the Arctic Circle and 
appreciate the beauty of nature. Moreover, it was also for the people who live in the area to rediscover the 
charm of the local culture, nature and celebrate the value of the area.

The project was carried out from the 15th to 19th of January 2018. The tourists coming to Lapland during 
the winter are really interested in the natural phenomena of clear days, snow and nature. They are eager 
to see and experience the cold, snow, ice, darkness, Aurora, reindeer and folk cultures that existing in the 
Arctic area. 

Therefore, I thought it would be an excellent opportunity for the audience to think about the ecosystem of 
the natural environment as well as the beauty of natural materials if we could use to create art using snow 
and ice. Snow is almost the ideal natural material that symbolizes the Arctic Circle.

Tonttula is located in the Lapland region of northern Finland. It is an experiential theme park that is oper-
ated by the Hullu Poro group. They own many hotels and facilities in the Levi area that is world famous as a 
ski resort. The theme of Tonttula is Santa Claus and his Elves so the park consists of old buildings, antique 
furniture, and things related to fairy tales such as Santa Claus and Elves.

During the project, I made a winter playground with university students which was a part of university 
workshop. I designed a labyrinth in the form of old books, a slide in the shape of a wooden spoon, a resting 
place (a dome in the shape of a Kuksa),and some ice swirls in the shape of fallen leaves. The inspiration for 
those ideas came from Finnish traditional crafts, fairy tales and nature. 

AS our time was limited, In the end, we made thee snow Kuksa domes and one wooden spoon shaped slide. 
The results can be seen in Figures 6-8.
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Figure 1. Scale models for the playground. Image: Maiko Ikeuchi, 2017.

Figure 2. Making snow domes. Image: Shi Si, 2018.
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I also had wanted to include an animation, this was created using a simple elves’ shadow animation and 
projected on to snow objects as an experiment. I tested the concept to see if it would make the playground 
more attractive. My idea was that when a person was playing in the playground and standing between the 
projector and the snow, a shadow of would become a part of the interactive media art because it was pro-
jected simultaneously on the animation.

The process was tested on the 4th of February because we did not have enough time to try it during the ac-
tual workshop. However, it went well even with a small audience and I feel the use of animation can be de-
veloped further as just one possibility for winter art playgrounds and other tourism related art installations. 

Figure 3. Finalised snow playground at the Tonttula yard. Image: Maiko Ikeuchi, 2018. 
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